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Northview Hills Civic Association

Community Meeting
TAMPA - City officials,as
well as Police Department,

ST. PETERSBURG-The
jersey worn by Mike DiFelice

were represented in large num
bers for the Northview Hills
Civic Association Community
Meeting.
John Christopher present

when he hit a homerun and a

ed the young people trophies

for perfect attendance and
achievements in participating

in various activities.
City
Councilwoman
Gwen Miller performed the

Installation of New Officers.
Speaker for the event was
Commissioner Thomas Scott.

Refreshments were com
pliments of John Christopher
arid Vivian Kitchen. Carla
Shaw and Shirley Shipp were

(L to R): Shirley Shipp, Elizabeth Woodard & Geraldine Christopher

the hosts.

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Gown!
Free Gift Just Fer Coming In.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
l«M
gg
ESTABLISHED

Badeeck

Take Stock In Children

Please see pg. 5

♦

hat worn by Mike Piazza are

some of the uniforms that went

up for bid over the last five
days hiring the ‘Florida Power
Turn Back the Clock' game.
The game attracted more than
40,000 fens, the highest crowd
attendance since opening day
1998; In al, 64 Devil Rays and
Mets team uniforms went to
the highest bidders.
The bidding ended on

Thursday, July 22nd, at 2pm,
from the ‘Florida Power Turn
Back the Clock’ game held bn
Saturday, July 17th. The

(L to R): Linette torres, Louie The Lightning Bug & Becca Bishop

amount raised for Take Stock
in Children was $30,733. Take

tion providing scholarships to

education program since 1991,

at-risk youths. Florida Power

providing mentors and more

Stock in Children is a founda-

has been involved with the

than 580 scholarships for

7

underprivileged children.
Plea.se see

_
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HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE”
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African-Americans Concerned About

Y2K---by Norman E, Jones. II
ST. PETERSBURG - A
recent poll revealed African

Americans are concerned
about potential computer prob
lems that may occur on Janu
ary 1, 2000. This date will
determine how America and
the world will survive the

computer challenge. Nearly
300 businesspersons, commu
nity organization representa
tives arid concerned citizens
attended the ‘Team Florida

“If you have outstanding
loans, we will not lose your
accounts),” said Gordon.
“Your savings will also be pro

Community Rally Calls
For Action-------O
ST. PETERSBURG-On
Thursday, July 22nd, fee Con

cerned Citizens for Action

tected,” added Gordon. Gor

sponsored a community rally
at Bethel Community Baptist
Church. The Concerned Citi

don also indicated the banking
industry pooled their resources

zens for Action is a group of
citizens who initially came

and talent to study potential
Y2K problems. “If one bank
has a problem, all banks will
be feel the impact.”

together in July 1998 when an
article appeared in the St.

Other industries such as

Petersburg Times regarding
fee blank wall from which a

2000-Year 2000’ Symposium
in this historic resort Florida
city.

the airlines and communica
tions companies are also shar
ing information on potential
computer glitches.
Rudy Bradley, State Rep

The State of Florida con

resentative (R-55) introduced

ducted the symposium, and it

Katherine Harris, Florida Sec

was one of several Conducted

retary of State at the meeting.

throughout the State this year.
The symposiums are designed

She expressed the state’s com
mitment of the Y2K readiness

to inform Florida’s population

to the attendees.

and others ofits Y2K readiness
status.
The banking industry allo

tive Director of Team Florida
2000 (TF2K), informed the

cated nearly qne-half billion

audience of Florida’s status of

dollars to address Y2K accord
ing to Gordon Johnson, Mar
ket President, NationsBank

Scott McPherson, Execu

addressing the Y2K’s in Amer
ica. “Our state is the leader in

racist mural was tom down by
activist Omaii Yeshitela in
December 1966. The Con
cerned Citizens’group has its
primary goal to increase fee
Gordon Johnson

McPherson

told

this

reporterAfricanAmericans are
interested in Y2K activity.

rounding states (Alabama and
Georgia) and fee Latin Ameri

Omaii Yeshitela (left) Gwen Reese

fee sidelines doing nothing.”

fee plaque arid fee apology.

This opposition negated the

participation in hopeful solu
tions? People; who participate

in fee solution to fee problems

response to fee blatant opposi
tion led by Councilman Bea
Griswold to fee recommenda

resolution passed unanimously
by Council on September
1998 which requested Admin

don’t seem to find themselves

tions of fee community and

istration “to organize a cere

gate fee process for restoration
of Omaii Yeshitela’s civil

‘Commerce Protection Act’ in

as depressed about those prob

City administration regarding

mony to dedicate fee new art

rights’.

Harris’s remarks showed

an effort to insulate businesses
in this state from excessive

lems as do people standing on

fee state’s commitment on

civil liability damages result

Y2K’s

Florida

ing from fee impact of fee
soOcalled ‘Y2K’ millennium

can and Caribbean communi
“The responses in bur ques ty’s readiness of fee millenni
tionnaire bn Y2K indicated um (Bug) computer status.”
that 32% of African Ameri
Earlier this year, fee Flori
cans who responded were con da State Legislature passed fee

cerned about what would hap
pen at fee eridtof this century.

presenters. His remarks as

now. However, feat state only

claims the leadership in
addressing potential programs.

sured your money would not

has two computers!” stated

“Our (Florida’s) commitment

be lost in the system(s) on the

McPherson.

reaches, beyond our bound

computer bug.
President Bill Clinton also
signed 'a bill feat would simi

aries,” said Harris. “We are

larly protect American busi

also concerned wife fee sur

nesses.

concerns.

Please see pg. 4

First-Ever U.S. Trade &
Investment Symposium
TAMPA-The U.S.-Africa tries, as well as representatives
Foundation is presenting fee from prominent international

market, but also to update par
ticipants on developments in

fee U.S. State Department,

institutions,” said Fassil Gab

crucial areas such as water and

remariam, Founder, and Presi

agriculture, health, technology

Administration.
In addition, there will be

first U.S.-Africa Trade arid

as education, finance and

Contemporary Resort at Walt fee symposium.
“There are unique trade
Disney World in Lake Buena

private enterprise.”
At fee symposium, there

doing business in fee north,
west, east and south. On Mon

arid investment opportunities

will be business matchmaking
opportunities between U.S.

TN, and General Motors Corp,
for a comprehensive study on

‘This is an exciting oppor in Africa, and it is a market that
tunity for small- and medium -is still untapped and ready for
sized businesses to network in growth,” Gabremariam point

day evening, there will be a
festive cultural program in

and African attendees, as well
as fee chance to talk personal

Disney’s Animal Kingdom in
celebration of African culture.

seat belt use among African

one location wife decision

ed out. “Our purpose is not to

ly to African business experts

Americans. The study con

makers from 15 African coun

only open doors for businesses
interested in exploring this

from International Institutions,

For more information on
the symposium, call (813)

lower

Vista, FL.

301-8723.

among

African Americans as a whole

and feat African Americans are

more likely to be killed in
motor vehicle crashes than

whites

FAMU Alumni Host First
National Convention In Orlando

According to fee study,
African American youth are

ORLANDO - Boxing

60 percent less likely to be

great Muhammad Ali, televi

buckled than whites or His

sion personality Tavis Smiley
and Florida A&M University
President Dr. Frederick Hum

Congressional Black Caucus by increasing seat belt use.
At a Washington press

has launched a nationwide ed
ucational campaign to save
thousands of African Ameri

conference, U.S. Transporta

partment of Transportation,

General Motors Corp, and fee

cans from fatal auto accidents

Slater commended Meharry

4

J

author and Black Entertain

While activities on Thurs

lenges Afread’ is the theme of

ment Television (BET) Per

day, July 29th, and Friday, July

fee convention, set for fee

sonality Tavis Smiley.

30th, are specifically geared

‘Preparing for fee Chal

The event is drawing not

toward FAMU alumni, the

only notable individuals but
major sponsors as well-Sprint,

golf toumament-also on Fri

African Americans could save
as many as 1,200lives per year

phries will join more than

Radisson Hotel, 5780 Major
Blvd.
The
four-day
event

3,000 graduates and support

includes activities feat non-

General Motors, Ford, Xerox,

al public. Co-hosted by base

and prevent 26,000 injuries at a
cost savings of nearly $2.6 bil

ers of FAMU in Orlando for

FAMUans also will find inter

Universal Studios, Seagram’s

ball great and former Cleve

fee university's first National

esting, including a golf tourna

and SBC Communications

land Indian Dave Winfield and

lion.

Alumni Association Conven

ment, trade show and work

among them. There will be

Superbowl

shops featuring nationally rec

more than 70 local and nation

track star Willie Gault, the golf

ognized speakers such as

al vendors in fee exhibit area.

panics. It also observed feat

unique partnership of Meharry
Medical College, the U.S. De

Business

special sessions on topics such

nificantly

Roderick Gilum

Small

and telecommunications, trav

firms feat seat belt use is sig

(Lto R): Dr. John Maupin, Jr., Rodney Slater, General David Satcher&

USAID,

el and tourism and women in

Medical College, Nashville,

IF

Legal Department to investi

Investment Symposium to be
held in fee State of. Florida on dent of fee U.S.-Afiica Foun
August 8fe-llfe at Disney’s dation, fee agency organizing

National Campaign To Save Thousands
Of Blacks From Fatal Auto Accidents

WASHINGTON, DC-A

to be installed in City Hall and
to issue an apology to fee com
munity, arid requesting the

The rally was planned in

one of the symposium’s panel

target date

involvement of the people in
issues concerning bur commu
nity. This goal is evident in fee
group’s creed, ‘Hope is bom of

addressing
Y2K,”
said
McPherson. “Nebraska claims
they are prepared for the Y2K

Pinellas/Suricoast.. He was

JULY 31, 1999

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMRA

100 percent seat belt use by

tion Secretary Rodney E.
Please see pg. 2

tion, July 29th-August 1st,
1999.

day—is sure to draw the gener

champion

and

Please see pg. 2
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NCNW The Legacy,
The Leadership

International Golf Gub, 6351

Los Angeles, and Bishop AJ.

International Golf Gub Rd.,

Richardson, 14th Episcopal

Orlando.
FAMU President Hum

District AME Church, Nige

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Mirror Lake Branch Library
will offer free once-a-month

phries will be the luncheon
speaker On Friday, July 30th.

message during the morning

to the finest quality of womanhood that could be found with
in the organization. Mis. Juani

Internet training to the business

Patricia RusSBll-McGoud,
a motivational speaker with a

ta Johnson (1951-1953), Mrs.
O.B. McLin (1953-1985),

29th.
‘Lunch Hour Computer

Mrs. Willene Givens (1985-

Power’, from 12:15pm12:45pm, will introduce navi
gating the World Wide Web

31st.
Smiley, host of ‘BET

and selecting the best search
engine to satisfy information

luncheon speaker. Smiley re

needs.
Future programs are
scheduled for the last Thurs

campaign to ensure Rosa
Parks received the Congres

1951) passed the leadership on

1986), Mrs. Jewel Aires
(1986-1990), Mrs. Vera O.

Nobles (1990-1995), Mrs.
Wauretta M. Guilford (1995-

1999), and today to Mrs. Mary
H. Gowers^
With African-American

designer-will be recognized

and has a dog named Jody.

sional Gold Medal for her

during the Moses G. Miles

work in civil rights.
One ofthe highlights of the

Awards Dinner on July 31st

Her occupational dreams
were ice skating, lawyer, who

Open to everyone, the FAMU

makes $50,440^89,959 a

cently launched a successful

and

always do your best” These
we need to see and do in our

lifestyles today.
One thing that I can’t for
get to mention is that Talia has

a job. She’s working at South
Branch Library. She’s been
volunteering there for about 3

G. Miles Awards Dinner; dur
ing which sports legend

Convention and awards dinner
are set for the Radisson Hotel,

of being a doctor, who makes

am very proud to have Talia in

Children, where they received

stranger to great challenges in
this community. She earned

5780 Major Blvd., Orlando.
National Alumni Associa
tion President Bernard Kinsey

specializing in Elementary
Reading and Language Arts
from the University of South

Seventh
Annual
Back-ToSchool Day

Muhammad Ali will be pre
sented with an honorary doc

$89,960-$124,820 a year.
I was able to get the prices

this week’s article and more to

Florida; Certification in Teach
ing Reading-Disabled from

LARGO - Pinellas Coun
ty Schools, in cooperation with

Case Western Reserve Univer
sity arid Certification in Cur

Tyrone Square, is' sponsoring
its Seventh Annual Back-ToSchool Day at the Mall Satur

therapeutic training, speech

education.We have actively

Bishop John Copeland.
The passing of the torch

was both bitter and sweet,
according to Past President

an urgent need for a national
organization that could utilize

organization. However, re
membering the resignation of

Guilford who has done a
remarkable job in leading the

the talents of black women and
channel them into innovative

the Presidency of the National

advocacy and

Bethune, she left this state

vital human services.
Today, the St. Petersburg

ment, “You will remember that

by

Dr.

Mary» McLeod

at tiie time of 1947 election, I

the coalition of 33 affiliated
organizations with a combined
outreach to 4 million women.
For over 60 years, the NCNW,
Inc., has represented 1he inter
est of black women on nation

advised you that I would not
be able to continue as president
after 1949.1 made a decision
not only of the limitations of
my own physical strength dur
ing these days, but more for the
sake of passing the reins over

al and local levels.
The Metropolitan Council

to the hands of a younger
woman in my own life, so that

her BS degree in Elementary
Education for Bethune-Cook-

man College; the MA degree

riculum Development from
Note Dame University.
Gowers spent 31 years
with Pinellas County Schools,

beginning as a classroom
teacher and retiring as a Cur

riculum Supervisor. Her com
munity affiliations include past
president of the American
Cancer Society’s Pinellas Unit

day, August 7th, from 10am to
3pm.
Administrators and super
visors in the areas of curricu
lum,
magnet/fundamental
school programs, zoning, ex

ceptional student education,
Career Technical and Adult

Education, community in

‘The Greatest of All Times’,
Ali, wjiile paying tribute to one
of the greatest inspirations to
FAMU, former dean, founda
tion founder arid national
alumni president, the now
deceased Miles,
Also during the Awards

Several of the President’s
Award recipients are: breakfast

Kirinan Rawlings, were con

radio personality Tom Joyrier;

temporaries
and
fellow
authors. But were they friends?
They first met at the Florida
Normal School in St Augus

will display his work during

the convention.
Several other distinguished

volunteer for Hospice and
Bayfront Medical Center; past
president of the Pinellas Black
Educators Organization, State
organizer for National Council
of Negro Women; Council of

questions.
Parents may pick up infor
mation,-register-for: before/
after-school care programs and
purchase student insurance.
Tyrone Square is located at
690122nd Aye. N., St.. Peters

syndicated radio personality
Tom Joyrier, who has raised
hundreds of thousands of dol
lars for historically black insti
tutions through his foundation,

and health and fitness are also
scheduled for Saturday.

nized in 1942 under the leader
ship of its founder, President

Delta Sigma Theta;
President Gowers is a

satisfaction of knowing that

member of St. Augustine’s

west end of the mall in front of

Emeritus Faynne A. Ponder.
We hold the distinction of

those to whom we throw the

Episcopal Parish, currently

JCPenney, Inc.

torch will not fail us. So you

erecting and dedicating the

will look among you for the

serving as chalice bearer, lay
reader and ECW parish presi

first local Council House in
America on February 23,

finest and best person you can
elect for your president at the
next annual convention.” Of
course, the torch was passed
on to Dr. Dorothy I. Height
who served until January

dent She is married to Lewis
Gosers, Jr.', arid has one
daughter,,Dr. Deborah Flana
gan; and one granddaughter,

Aliya Flanagan.

National Campaign
The

the 1999-2000 school year is
Wednesday, August 25th.

For more information,

contact Kay Masters, informa
tion services, 588-6297.

FAMU alumni and supporters
will be presented President’s
Awards, including nationally-

Workshops on relationship
building, financial planning

On Sunday, August 1st,
FAMU graduates Dr. Cecil
Murray, Pastor of the 16,000-

raise money and support for
the Tallahassee-based institu

tion.

FAMU President Dr. Freder
ick Humphries; retired princi

pal and community leader
Ulysses B. Kinsey; head coach

come.
Thank you, Talia.
You afe still able to write
me and tell me what you are
doing for the remaining sum
mer. Bye.

CLEARWATER - Flori

encesasZora.
Zora and Marjorie will
visit Heritage Village on Sun
day, August 1 at 1:00 pm.
They will chronicle their lives,

their communities,and their
relationship with each other.
Phyllis McEwen and Betty

tine in 1941, according to

Jean Steinshouer will then step

Betty Jean Steinshouer, who
has put together this two-per

out of character to answer
questions as scholars of

son work ori Horida’s first
ladies of literature. Steinshouer

Hurston and Rawlings.
This event is sponsored by

reprises tier role as Rawlings,

the Florida Humanities Coun

whom she has played in sever
al states since 1991, while the

cil and the Pinellas County
Historical Society. The pro

tor of First AME Church, Los

Hurston character is played by

gram is free and open to the

Angeles, Dr. Cecil Murray;
Bishop A. J. Richardson, 14th

Phyllis McEwen, who will be

public.

of FAMU’s football team Billy
Joe; President' and CEO of
‘VIBE’ magazine Keith T.

dinkscales; interior designer
and furniture manufacturer
Cecil Hayes; commentator for
FOX Sports Pam Oliver; Pas

Episcopal
Church,

known to many Honda audi-

District AME
Nigeria/Senegal;

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

humanitarian Mrs. Willie Mae

Miles; and Betty L, Mitchell.

Tutors Needed
ST. PETERSBURG Tutors are urgently , needed to
teach adults basic reading and
writing skills.
Volunteers must be able to

spend 2-3 hours a week with a
student in one-on-one instruc

tunity to help others break

tutor to help you with reading

through the barrier of illiteracy

and writing, please call the lit

tion and must attend a ten-hour

and become fully-functioning

erary Council of St. Petersburg

training workshop.
This is an excellent oppor-

members of our community.

at (727) 525-0444.

To volunteer, or to ask for a

From Page. 1

Meharry

observes that efforts to enact
standard laws have been

lege and presented to Secretary
Slater for use in National

report built a compelling, evi

thwarted by

dence-based case for; a com

African Americans about dif

Safety

prehensive national education

ferential

Administration (NHTSA) ef

effort to accompany the pas
sage and application of needed
standard seat belt laws.

based on race, referred to in the

law

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

Report

Participants at the press
conference agreed that the

as

The first day of school for

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

by a grant from General Mo
tors to Meharry Medical Col

study

personnel will be located at the

The awards dinner is named
, for the now deceased Miles, a
retired FAMU dean known for

there.
Keep up the good work! I

A visit With Zora
& Marjorie At
Heritage village —

standing works of art. Perhaps
best known for his photo
graphic work of Ali, Bingham

throughout the day to answer

forward and have the personal

who have gained national
acclaim in their professions."

years, and is doing a great job

model to everyone. I was

da’s literary legends, Zora
Neale Hurston and Marjorie

transportation will be on hand

I may see the organization go

gious President’s Award,
which highlights individuals

book’.
Her future goals are to be a
very nice lady and a role

his persistence in the cause to

ity Development Committee;

Human Relations; St Peters
burg Alumnae Chapter of

will present the individuals
with the organization’s presti

by a book called ‘Students
Occupational Outlook hand

Dinner, acclaimed photogra
pher Howard Bingham will be
presented the FAMU/NAA
Meritorious Award for his out

volvement, food sendees' and

of St Petersburg, FL., orga

percent seat belt'use by 2005.

torate from FAMU. The Satur
day night event will honor

and the founder oftheir Minor

burg. Pinellas County Schools’

forts to help America meet
President Ginton’s goal of 90

from a radio personality to a
lifelong educator to an interior

attends Elim Jr. Academy and
goes to Moore’s Chapel
AMJE. Talia is an only child

can

ment has begun.
NCNW’s new leader is no

NCNW in 1935. The daughter
of former slaves was a famed
educator, social activist and
civil libertarian. She perceived

Traffic

respective fields.
The honorees-who range

chatting with her, I was
amazed at all the potential she
had. Talia is 10 yrs. old and

sayings cover more of what

you

of Youth Adult Education Pro
gram, a school for Exceptional

las Opportunity Council Com
munity Office managed by

Highway

valuable contributions to their

everything

year. She also likes the position

must be measured by the char

The study was sponsored

29th-August 1st, to salute 11
individuals who have made

referring to is Talia Carpenter.
When I was in the midst of

National Alumni Association

many National Projects and
for years has housed the Pinel

has and is well serving its pur
pose, having been used by the

meeting on Saturday, July

a remarkable young lady. The
remarkable young lady I’m

convention is the first Moses

New Millennium.
‘‘The true worth of a race

1947, to youth of our oiganization/community. The building

will use the occasion of its
Inaugural Convention July

astonished with the guidelines

she follows, “Always trust and
believe in God” and “Give

Call 893-7269 for reserva.tidns or more information.

participated in the intercultural
education, interracial unity and

Metropolitan Section is one of

National Alumni Association

This week’s article is about

ness, a different era of involve

County Board for our school

ford to Mary H. Gowers to
lead the organization into the

of

worship service.
Florida A&M University’s

high-energy, no-excuses style,
will kick off the breakfast

Tonight’, will be the Saturday

by Khana A. Riley

|

located at 280 Fifth Street N.

correction, along with special

programs

ees beginning Thursday, July

ria/Senegal, will deliver the

1

racial and personal conscious

women rising to new levels of

cil of Negro Women was
passed by Wauretta M. Guil

Mrs. Bethune founded the

community and City employ

I c°

day of each month.
Mirror Lake Branch is

Mary Harrell Clowers

acter of its womanhood. ” —
Mary McLeod Bethune, 1933

From Page. 1

member Hist AME Church in

Jane E. Smith.
In the same respect,
Faynne A. Ponder (1942-

leadership of the Legacy of the
St. Petersburg Metropolitan
Section of The National Coun

FAMU Alumni
tournament will be played at

1998, passing the torch to Dr.

by Dianne Speights_____
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Mirror Lake
Library
Offers Free
Internet
Classes

RIB MASTER
1100 - 16th Street South

concerns of

822-8700
Drive-Thru • Garry Out
"Bar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business"

enforcement

SPOTLiTES

1536 - 1 6th Street So.
■ V-U 896 - 1066
HAPPY HOUR‘S

Every Friday 5-8 p.m.

‘Driving While

Black’ or ‘DWB’.

Outstanding Career Opportunities
Are Available For:

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
(60) NEEDED
If you have a good driving record, 5 years
driving experience, a CDL "B" license or
permit w / endorsements for "air brakes"
and "passenger."

Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available
featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum

arid 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

896-6789
Car Wash & Western Union
Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24.95

CONNIE'S
BAR-B-QUE
1795 - 16th Street South

894-3258
Take-Out Only

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

For immediate consideration
Apply in person at:
Supporting Services Personnel
301 4th St., S.W., Largo
Monday - Thursday 9:00-3:00

1605 - 18th Avenue South

magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995

*A1 B. Evenings 7pm- 12am.

PINELLAS COUNTY
SCHOOLS

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES

For Advertising Call

327^9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600
Office: 327-WRXB (97,92)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

RED'S
SNAKSHAK

A

Q

1701 - 16th Street South
Fine Food « Quick Service • Low Prices
Open 10 30 a.m. 'til 3 am.
"Home of the Big Red Burger and the Best
Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Town"

5 Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations
6 Much, Much More

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI
Breakfast To Go

Meats and Groceries

1040 - l6tk Street South

1600 - 18th Avenue South

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SERVICE
Computerized Accounting &
Bookkeeping Systems
1601 - 16th St. S. ♦ 894-0511 -623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant, MBA
•
Home-864-9720

Shop With The Fastest
Growing Business District In
Town
16TH STREET
BUSINESS
L
ASSOCIATION
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

An Unsung Hero Of The Civil Rights
Movement------ ------------- -------- - ---In 1963, the nation
watched in shock and disbe
lief as nightly news pro

grams broadcast pictures of
civil rights protesters in
Birmingham being beaten
back with firehoses and
dogs. These scenes eventu

ally prompted President
Kennedy to propose legisla• tion that would become the

landmark Civil Rights Act
of 1964. At a later meeting
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r
Racist Or Not?
You Be The Judge

with black leaders, Kennedy

ministry is told in A Fire You
Can't Put Out: The Civil

axes."
Shuttlesworth's

Rights Life of Birmingham's

proach in Birmingham was

Reverend Fred Shuttles

to attack on many fronts,

worth, by Andrew M.
Manis. This first full-length
biography of Shuttlesworth
focuses on the years when

constantly. He was the liti
gation king of the civil
rights movement, using law

During the early 1960s,
Shuttlesworth was a major

suits to challenge Jim Crow

rights stage, serving as an
officer in King's Southern

Birmingham was known as
'Bombingham' and when
staunch segregationists like
police commissioner Bull
Connor ignored the law and

ap

and often battling counter
suits. Even when his legal

actions failed, which was
frequently, he continued to
keep . the

court

system

Luther King, Jr., referred to
him as 'one of the nation's
most courageous freedom
fighters'.

figure on the national civil

ship, the ACMHR created
and nurtured a cadre of local
demonstrators who were

available to fill the streets

and the jails when King and
the Southern Christian Lea
dership Conference came to
Birmingham in 1963.

With Birmingham's white

leaders, because he didn't
think the white leadership

tlesworth was seen as less

had offered definite conces
sions. The relationship be

statue stands in front of the

urbane King, and his out

tween the two civil rights
leaders was distant , subse

entrance to the Birmingham
Civil Rights Institute and

would not be here today."

The book takes its title
from an incident that hap

courtroom confrontations,
Shuttlesworth was on the

Many would argue that
if not for Fred Shuttles-

pened at a mass meeting in
1959. The Birmingham Fire

front lines, sitting in white
sections of buses and train

spokenness and confronta
tional style did not always

worth, the pivotal protests in
Birmingham would not have

quently, and while King
remained on the national

Department had regularly
interrupted such meetings,

stations, attempting to enroll
his children in white

mesh with King's tactics.

happened. As Pastor of the
Bethel Baptist Church in the
1950s and 1960s, Shuttles-

stage, Shuttlesworth's activ
ities revolved around Bir

and once again, the sound of
sirens drowned out the

now called F.L. Shuttles
worth Drive.
Shuttlesworth, now 77,

schools, and, of course,
leading the Birmingham

mingham and Cincinnati^
where he subsequently

Firefighters
the church

returned to Birmingham on
July 23rd for a reception to

protest marches in 1963. For
his efforts, he received both

where the meeting was be
ing held, wielding hoses and

He survived a 1956 bomb
ing of his home that might
easily have killed him, and

structed over the years.
When the NAACP was out
lawed in Alabama in 1956,

moved and still lives.
Throughout the book,
Andrew Manis emphasizes
Shuttlesworth's dual role as

celebrate the publication of
his biography. The event

verbal abuse and violence.

demonstrations, they were
built on the foundation
Shuttlesworth had con

preacher and civil rights lea
der. It was the pastor's un

was open to the public and
took place at the Bir
mingham Civil Rights In
stitute.

he was badly beaten during
his attempt to enroll his chil

he had founded the Alabama
Christian Movement for

derstanding of his responsi
bility as a Christian minister

A Fire You Can't Put
Out is available in book

stores or from the Univer
sity of Alabama Press.

was reported to have said,
"Bur for Birmingham, we

speakers.
rushed into

Not content with just

polished and more brash
than the middle-class and

Although King was
widely reported to have or
chestrated the Birmingham

hope to win the war on racism by himself becoming

axes and saying that they'd
received a report of a fire.
Upon being forced to leave

racist, and I fear that Dr. Marable has stumbled into that

department stores, schools

the church, Shuttlesworth

deep and ugly abysS by declaring; 'the face of white

and parks set the stage for

shouted, "Y'all think it's a

dren in school and later dur

supremacy can also be found in New'York’s City HallMayor Rudolph Giuliani'.

Human Rights (ACMHR),

the protests in the city led by

fire in here? You know there

ing the Birmingham demon

arguing that while you can

Martin Luther King, Jr.

that was the driving force
behind his civil rights ac

ain't no fire here. The kind

strations.

ban an organization, you

The dramatic story of
Shuttlesworth's civil rights

tivism.

of fire we have in here you

Because of Shuttles
worth's actions, Martin

can't ban a movement. Un

Manis grew up white in
Birmingham during the

cious campaign to deseg

can't put out with hoses and

bued with an animating life

degradation.

"No matter how full the

force that upon birth enables

growth

river, it still wants to grow." Congolese proverb

us to think, be aware of our
selves and our environment,
have locomotion, create and

stronger despite being poorly
fed and inadequately clothed,

Our experience in the
West has been one of relent

status of his own kind at the expense of those with differ
ing ethnic backgrounds.

less negation, oppression arid

consciously
world.

Another Mayoral assault on an established sector of
the city was the Fulton Street Fish Market. Several gang

suppression of our genetic
possibilities and potential un
less the ruling society deter

ster-owned companies, well versed in the art of mob

Our African ancestors
created magnificent civiliza
tions by admonishing the peo

mined our individual or col

ple tp'Jknpyy thyself, and tjfg

lective gifts, talents, aptitudes
and proclivities to be non
threatening, profitable or ben
eficial to them.

priests provided assistance in
self-discovery and self-actu
alization within a communal
social milieu.

As persons who were
unlawfully and unwillingly
imported to this hemisphere

However, our enslaved
ancestors weren't allowed the
luxury of contemplation or

we have been subjected to
almost four centuries of egre-

self-actualization. Their role

Mayor.
Even the famed Feast of San Gennaro, on Mott Street
in the Little Italy section of Manhattan, was not immune

to the Mayor’s iron fist. The festival was largely con-'
trolled by the Genovese Crime Family, forcing vendors to
pay a “rent” for their participation in the event. Mayor
Giuliani, however, can now boast that the celebration is

der Shuttlesworth's leader-

the street where he lived is

SAVE
WATER

Expand The Parameters Of Your Life

by Junious Ricardo Stanton

white supremacist, or even a racist bent on elevating the

shakedowns, were sent packing, opening the door for
anyone to fill the vacated spots. Said gangsters were also
of Italian descent, but this did nothing to discourage the

even among some in the
black middle class. Now his

clogged.

regate Birmingham's buses,
lunch counters, police force,

hauling trash were reputedly tied to organized crime, a

name was vilified in the
city's white community, and

national sentiment to keep
Jim Crow policies in place.

article was both interesting and informative, one cannot

group of individuals sharing the same cultural and ethnic
background as the Mayor. This is hardly the actions of a

In the 1960s, when
Manis was a child in Bir
mingham, Shuttlesworth's

quently with him to civil
rights hot spots. But Shut

of his ministry. His tena

York. The vast majority of these companies forced from

write this biography.

Christian Leadership Con

Recently the Weekly Challenger ran ‘The Faces of
White Supremacy,’ by Dr. Manning Marable. While the

business establishments through out the City of New'

ern and African American
religion. A chance meeting
with Shuttlesworth during a
visit to Cincinnati led him to

ference and traveling fre

bv Jon Simonds___________________

In 1996, a regulatory board was created by the City in an
effort to trash 22 private companies carting the garbage of

period he depicts and later
became a historian of south

Shuttlesworth objected
to King's early compromise

worth made the fight for ci
vil rights a fundamental part

Mayor Giuliani is a lot of things to the people of New
York City and much of it isn’t very good, but he is hard
ly a white supremacist as evidenced by his time in office.
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fashion

our

meant

them,

vive. Their fortitude and

potential was. We are more

becoming

courage allowed us to see this
day. We are not encumbered
by the shackles of physical
slavery. I am certainly not

than physical beings. We are

For

yet somehow increasing the
wealth of the slave owners
and their economic bottom
line.
Our ancestors were
stripped of their ethnic identi
fies, elaborate psycho-spiritu
al orientation and the cultural
moorings that defined their
world and their place in it. In
its place was foisted the insid
ious and all pervasive doc
trine of African inferiority.

All living things seek to

mental and emotional entities
with an indwelling animating

and philosophy is that of des
tiny. It was the responsibility

of the family and community
to assist each member to ful
fill their personal and collec

We will not be free until
we all are able to think, envi
sion and dream anything we
desire aud,are.determiue,d .to
create. That is what self-actu
alizing people do. Until we
are able to call forth those
things that be not as though

spirit that unites us with the
creative spirit that governs the
universe. God is always talk
ing to us, prompting and
inspiring us to be our truest
and noblest selves.
Until recently, conditions
in this culture prevented us
from thinking as Africans,
forming our own world view
and metaphysical paradigm.

These concepts afe in
opposition
to
Western
thoughts which say essential
ly that we are all here without
rhyme or reason. But you are
far more powerful and re-,
sourceful than you realize. Yo
are innately equipped to ac
complish great things.

they were, we are mere car
icatures of what we were cre

We are fortunate that we
have access to information

We simply lack the
understanding that our life

suggesting we are
because we are not.

free

tive destiny.

ated to be!

that can enable us to examine

experiences

expand and develop their
innate potentiality. Even

The only constant in life
is change. It is our nature to

and experiment with authen
tic African spiritual traditions,

stances are designed to enable
and ennoble us to demon

and

circum

giously abusive, exploitative

was to clear land, plant crops,
drain swamps, build roads,

while fettered in the most

and dehumanizing treatment.

The victims of New York’s Mayor have no race; no

maintain the mills, cook,

hellish form of slavery the

grow. Look at pictures or
home videos of yourself from

philosophies and cosmolo
gies.

We were put in the untenable

color; no creed. From bicyclist crossing the bridges into

world has ever seen, our

Several years ago. Do you see

position of never being al
lowed to be ourselves, to

clean, breed and satisfy the
insatiably perverse sexual

strate our genius and test our
mettle.

We no longer have to de

ancestors struggled to main
tain their humanity and thrive

any difference? Change is

pend on the people who

natural. We are supposed to
look different, think differerit-

ly and behave differently than

oppressed our sustenance, di
rection, guidance or valida
tion. We can determine our

The goal of life is selfdiscovery, personal growth
and self-actualization. Any

we did when we didn't know
who we were or what our

destiny and fate.. One recur
ring theme in African cultures

corruption free.

Manhattan, to jay-walkers caught between the curbs,

Mayor Giuliani runs New York as if City Hall were the

palace of a dictatorial government and he were its king.
This is more the mark of a fascist than a white suprema
cist driven by racism.

Mayor Giuliani runs New York as if he were the pres

ident of a Fortune 500 company, driven by the desire for
increased profits and huge assets. His closure of city hos
pitals is not racially motivated, nor is his desire to poise a
wrecking ball at city schools. His outward stance with the
NYPD reflects his life-long service in law enforcement
prior to becoming the Mayor. Were the ideology of White

Supremacy to surface in a ruling party of this nation,
Rudolph Giuliani would indeed be as pig headed an ally

to those it would seek to harm as he is the Mayor of New
York.

Racism mars this nation from 'sea to shining sea'. It is
a crime of the highest order, but it is not exclusively a

white-mans fault. The ease with which we point our fin
gers and cry racism is every bit as criminal. We are ally

grow or develop as fully func
tioning human beings.
It is the nature of all liv
ing things to grow. We are im-

bv Ron Daniels

In New York City you,

tion but dehumanization and

ancestors were able to sur

try and the world should
declare Garvey's birthday

the African peoples of the

there was no more important

world as the anchor and

symbol than a flag. The

Unfortunately, far too

'Universal

pie.

thing less is an affront to the

creator our ancestors, our
selves and our progeny.

I cart think of no more

function of a flag, as Garvey

many African people in this

Day'. August 17th of this

He proclaimed, "Europe for

saw it, was to capture the

Day Parade is at hand.
Leading up to the parade,

year will mark the 112th
birthday of Marcus Garvey,

the Europeans, Asia for the

country and the world have
little or no knowledge about

Asians, Africa for the Afri

essence of the history and
culture of a people and serve

red, white and blue flags
with a single star begin to

one of the most visionary,

cans at home and abroad."
Keenly aware of the need to

as a unifying symbol of their
aspirations. Garvey was de

Honorable Marcus Garvey.
This is a condition that

uplift the spirits of a bat

termined that African people

tered and downtrodden peo

would haste a flag with such

ple, Garvey's prescription
for African revival was a

a purpose and meaning.
One of his greatest gifts

urgently needs to be‘correct
ed As Carter G. Woodson,
trie father of Black History

African

courageous and audacious
African leaders the race has

ever produced. A devoted
Pan-African
Nationalist,
dedicated to breathing life

And on the day of the

into and reconnecting the

heavy dose of history and

and most enduring legacies

parade, the Puerto Rican

disjointed, disoriented, dry

culture to inspire black peo

flags are in evidence every-

bones of a great people beat

where-on cars, flagpoles, in
the windows and on the

en down and disconnected
by the holocaust of enslave

ple to engage the struggle
for freedom and self-deter

to African people is some
times referred to as the

porches of people's homes,

ment, colonialism and ram

and adults arid children

pant racial oppression, Gar
vey built the Universal Ne

carry banners or little flags
to the Parade. At least once a

year, the whole city is aware
of Puerto Rican pride!
For the past several

years, I have been promot
ing the idea, with the sup

■

struggle and resistance our

base for global black power.

Rican populations.

4

not destined for personal
development and actualiza

Flag

the fires racism; or can we build the bridges necessary to

44/0

as a people. The human spirit
is truly indomitable. Through

can always tell when the
time for the Puerto Rican

doing. Must we forever stand as a people divided, fueling

assault it, slay it and bury it once and for all?

Africans in America were

Fly The Red, Black And Green On
Garvey’s Birthday ----appear all across the city,
particularly in those neigh
borhoods with heavy Puerto

ing ourselves with the whole ideal of supremacy by so

pleasures of Europeans.

gro Improvement Associa
tion (UNIA) to carry out his
vision of African redemp
tion.

Garvey's vision was at
once simple and ambitious-

the flag or its innovator, the

Month, might put it, there is

no great impediment to
black progress than the mis

worthy initiative than to
work to have African people
the world over recognize the

birthday of Marcus Garvey
as Universal African Flag
Day. Garvey never intended
for the flag to be for African

Americans
alone.
The
UNIA had chapters through
out the Caribbean, Central
and South America, Canada
and Europe. Wherever there

education or lack of educa

was a UNIA chapter, the
Red, Black and Green was

'Black Liberation Flag', the

tion of African people about

always proudly and appro

'Red, Black and Green'. In

priately displayed.

litanies on the great achieve

general terms Garvey saw
the 'Red' as a symbol of the

ourselves.
Dr. Maulana Karenga,
the creator of Kwanzaa, has

ments of African people
throughout history were a

blood, suffering and sacri
fice of African people his

repeatedly warned that the
'key crisis in black life is the

mination. He was a spell
binding orator whose lively

source of new hope for mil
lions of Africans in this
country and the world. "Up
you mighty race," he would
often say, "you can ac

The flag should become
a symbol of the aspiration of
African people for unity,
self-determination and de

torically, the 'Black' for the

cultural crisis'. If African

velopment. I dream of the

people, African people, with
all of our historical triumphs

people are to fulfill Garvey's
vision of African redemp

day when the Red, Black
and Green will be on proud

and
achievements
and
'Green' for our African

tion, it is imperative that we

cultivate a greater con

display by countless mil
lions of African people in

homeland which must be

sciousness and appreciation

this country and the world

reclaimed to give life and

for our history and culture,

port of Dr. Julius Garvey
and Marcus Garvey, Jr., the

Africa, the ancestral home

land of the black race and

complish what you will."
Symbols were also an

sons of the Honorable
Marcus Garvey, that as an

the progenitor and cradle of

important part of Garvey's

nourishment to African peo

heroes and heroines and the

on the birthday of Marcus
Garvey. In honoring him we

human life and civilization,

formula for the psycho-cul

ple on the continent and in

act of self-determination,
African people in this coun

challenges we face in rescu

honor his legacy and all that

should be reclaimed, resur

tural

of

the diaspora. What a mag

ing the restoring the race

he stood for in terms of the

rected and reconstructed by

African people, and for him

nificent gift to African peo-

into the 21st century.

resurrection of our people!

rehabilitation♦
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The purpose of the rally

was to pay tribute to our
heroes, unite the community
around the issue of the mural
and the apology to the African
community and to broaden

Omaii.” Others present to
accept were Imam Ali, on

July 6,1999, in opposition to

behalf of his father, Joe Sav
age, who was the leader of the

was read and distributed to
those present as evidence* of

striking workers, and the fami -

this organization’s flagrant dis
regard of fee true interest of fee

ly of Robert L. Newsome.
As a testimonial to the sen
timents of many in the African

support for the position taken
by the Concerned Citizens on
behalf of many members of

community, Omaii Yeshitela
was honored as a hero for his
removal of fee racist painting.

our community.

The rally embraced the,
African people as it served to

The testimonial included a
poem entitled ‘Who is This

educate and provide ways for

Man’ written specifically for

citizens to participate in the

Omaii and a certificate
acknowledging his “continued

spiritual and cultural values of

the plaque and the apology,

AFrican community. This let

ter must serve as a wake up
call to fee community.

The acts of this organiza
tion have consistently been
anti-blade and reeks of fee
same ideology expressed by
Councilwoman Griswold and

decisions that impact the
African community. Brother

struggle for fee liberation of

shared by others on fee Coun
cil including but not limited to
Kathleen Ford. The opposition

Kiambu Mudada and repre

African people, from Decem

to fee plaque, fee apology and

sentatives of the Brother’s

ber 1966 to fee present.”
Brother Yeshitela took us on a
historical journey into fee past

fee African Market Festival

of the ancestors with the pour
ing of libations. Soulful music
was provided by Joe Washing

as he told of fee circumstances

ple.

and conditions which led to his
removal of fee painting* He

During fee rally, a chal
lenge was issued to end fee

ton who accompanied Jeanie

said, “The mural was symbol
ic of fee relationship between

tyrannous hold of fee NAACP

fee black community and local

individuals that ho longer rep
resent fee people and to hold

Keepers organization presided
over the ceremonial honoring

Blue on keyboard as she led
the audience in singing the
black national anthem ‘lift

government of that period.”
He went an to - say that fee

Every Voice and Sing’.
Shabazz Rogers playing
African drums created the per

poses a danger to any substan

tive progress for African peo

and other organizations and

fect atmosphere which lasted

the caricatures of fee black
people in fee mural were simi

them accountable to fee com
munity. The strategy put forth
was fee implementation of a
community-based member

throughout the rally. Former
Councilman Ernest Fillyau,

lar to drawings found in-KKK
literature and feat fee mural

ship drive for fee NAACP in
order to allow for increased

Elder Perkins Shelton, Irene
Pridgen and Debra Lyons

was symbolic of how fee City
viewed Africans and showed

spoke in support of the plaque,
the apology and the communi

fee' contempt and haughtiness
of local; government toward

participation that is representa
tive of fee community. The
NAACP is no longer accessi

ty-based NAACP member
ship drive. Many of those iri>

black people:.”
As he took us on this his

attendance voiced their appre

torical journey, Omaii pointed

calls are not returned. It is fee

ciation for the history that was
presented and found the rally

out that there was more eco
nomic development in our

to be uplifting. People left with

community in 1966 than there

a sense of hope and ways to

is in 1999. Examples cited

community’s right to expect
fee NAACP to serve its needs.
The strategy received a stand
ing ovation arid more than thir

become involved. .
Pastor Manuel Sykes, who

included fee destruction of

exaggerated features used in

ble to fee community. The
office is not staffed, meetings

are not announced and phone

ty people completed fee forms.
For more information

so graciously allowed the rally

Methodist Town, now known
as Jamestown, and the Gas

to be held at Bethel, opened the

Plant area. It is a sad commen

bership drive and other ways

program with an invocation. A

tary that in 199,33 years later,

certificate was presented to
Councilman Frank Peterman,
Jr., expressing appreciation for
his commitment to improving
the quality of life for ALL citi
zens of St. Petersburg, and for
his diligent representation of
the black community.

fee central issue facing our
community still is, as it was in

you can become involved,
please call 821-6635 of 867-

One of the highlights of the
rally was a special tribute hon

tive movement has occurred in

oring the forty-five sanitation

groups like Concerned Citi
zens ofAction, fee Coalition of

regarding fee NAACP mem

2675,

1966, economic development
and the lack of black power.
Omaii stated feat, since fee
rebellion of 1996, which took
place as a result of fee killing
of TyRon Lewis, some posi

THE WOOD' IS A WINNER...
AN ACROSS-THE-BOARD DELIGHT."
Kevin Thomas, LOS ANGELES TIMES & NEWSDAY

"A great movie'for the guys and the ladies. A hot ticket."

fee community because of

workers who participated in
the ‘1968 Sanitation Strike’.
This tribute was presented by
Antwan Shirley, whose father,
Ben Shirley, is employed by

’African American Leadership,

the Sanitation Department.
Fred Winters, President of the

In his closing remarks, Brother
Yeshitela spoke of organizing

sanitation workers union,
accepted the tribute on behalf
of all the workers. In his accep
tance speech, he gave special

in such places as London,
Nicaragua; Plains, GA Louis

recognition to ‘real heroes’
such as Joe Savage and Attor
ney James Sanderlin. He also
championed Omaii Yeshitela

courage surpassed that of the.

as a great leader and officially

fee unveiling of a strategy to
engage fee community in a

Sieve Oldfield, FOX-TV

'"The Wood' is smart, cool and
funny...very funny/
Mark S. Allen, GOOD DAY SACRAMENTO/UPN-TV

people like Pastor Manuel
Sykes and he believes, to some
extent, fee Uhuru Movement.

thanked him and the Student
Nonviolent
Coordinating1
Committee (SNCC) for lead

ership and inspiration. Mr.

From boyhood

to manhood,
you can always

ville, KY, etc., and in no other
place has fee fee dignity and

count on your
best Friends.

THE
WOOD

African people of St Peters

burg.
The climax of fee rally was

solution to fee problem of fee

.,

•

NAACP’s relentless hold on
fee white community as it

Writers stated with much

refuses to respond to fee needs

emotion that “the community

offee African community. The

can’t accept an apology unless

letter

that apology is extended to

NAACP to City Council on

submitted

by

NOW SHOWING!
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Colors'

ROOMS

AMC THEATRES

TYRONE SQUARE 6
66th St. & 22nd Ave.
347-9777

-SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTNO PASSES OR DISCOUNT
TICKETS ACCEPTED

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

$499
$fi99
$499
39"
■T
I
so. w. -HO??
flfli

ANY 3

1

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Over

SQ.YD.

AMC THEATRES
COUNTRYSIDE 6
2591 State Road 580
796-2278

* V*y

nuuunxnnptcTuon. aumaunmatva....JL.

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK > BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
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From
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

CARPET SALE
COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP

.__ _

WWW.theW000ni0VI6.C0m

Priced
From

saw.

Priced
From

saw.

In

Stack

TILE
CARPET CERAMIC
Best Selection

$399
Up to 40 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

and Prices Anywhere
Priced
From

89*

WF, '

WHOLE
HOUSE

CARPET

$799

I was having bad luck, miser
able arid it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

Up to 80 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

BAYONET POINT
N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52 v

NEW LOCATION 868-7424
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She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells’,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?
Don! fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813)874-5581

IdJfaJf
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Northview Hills.

WJ.N. a Big Winner-Last
Saturday, St. Petersburg’s

mitment of $30 million.

W.I.N. program (Working to

ners grew from two to 12;
other partners include local

Improve our Neighborhoods)
won a Best Practices Award
from the U.S. Department of

realtors and the Contractors

Housing and Urban Develop
ment (HUD) at a conference in
Kansas City. St Petersburg’s
housing program ranked in the
Top 100 from a field of 3,477

For more information
about the award-winning
W.I.N. program, call 727-8937247.

applicants. Some accomplish
ments ofW.LN. since its incep
tion in 1992:

• WJ.N. has helped an
average of 110 families a year

department and city govern

National People’s Democratic

ment are attempting to return
to the policy of police contain
ment in the black community.

Uhuru Movement is sponsor
ing the first in a series of tri
bunals or hearings on police
abuses of power.

This containment policy was

several

der of 18-year-old black youth

Over the

last

These elements within the
police department, who are
desperately holding onto the

containment strategy, are un
dermining the efforts of Chief
Goliath Davis, who has stated

responsible for the police mur

Tyron Lewis in 1996 that set
off
two rebellions. It is this pol
has become aware of anumber
of cases of police misconduct icy which stands for increased
and brutality in the African police presence and is in oppo
community. This escalation in sition to the polity of econom
police abuses is an indication ic development in the black
that elements within the police community.

the escalating violations of
rights and brutality. The people

will provide the evidence, and

a distinguished panel ofjudges

will hear the evidence. The
judges will be Sobukwe Bam-

on numerous occasions that he
supports economic develop
ment in the black community.
This is why the Uhuru

Party; Lou Brown-President,
Coalition ofAfrican-American

Movement is holding this tri
bunal. The tribunal will be one
of many opportunities for the
people to give testimonies on

Leadership; and a representa
tive from the American Indian
Movement (AIM). The peo
ple’s advocate will be interna

months, the Uhuru Movement

Mon. - Sat. 8 AM - 9 PM

Sunday - 8 AM - 5 PM
We Accept Food Stamps

Debit Cards

baata-Central Committee of
the African People’s Socialist

tionally-known author, activist
and founder of the Uhuru
Movement, Omaii Yeshitela.
People who wish to give
testimonies at this important
event should contact the
National People’s Democratic
Uhuru Movement, 1245 18th
Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL
33705.

You may call (727) 821-

6620, (727) 897-9006 or fax
(727)894-6014.

Dome District Business Asso

2,5(X) homeowners received

ciation.

help making renovations.
• 110 Boarded homes were

7041.

renovated; 49 Habitat for

Bayfront Center Box Office,
400 First Streets., will be open
Saturday at 10am for the sale

Special

TAMPA - Black Leader

United for Entrepreneurship
will host their monthly Net
working Mixer Saturday, July
31st This networking event
will be held at the Tampa Air
port Hilton, 2225 N. Lois Ave.,
Tampa, FL 33607.

5 lb. Fresh Neckbones

Buy 5 lbs. $7.99

1 lb. Boiled Ham

5 lb. End Cut Chops

Get 5 lbs. more FREE

Collard Greens
$2:50 per Bunch or Bag

Chicken Leg Qrts;

Case of Baby Back Ribs

Buy 5 Lbs. $3.99

$15.99

Eggs & Loaf of Bread

(Sweet Hart)

for$9.99

5 lb. Pig Feet

5 lb. Leg Quarters
5 lb. Chicken Wings

Mega Deal
10 lb. Turkey Wings

Chicken Drumsticks

$35.99

Buy 5 lbs. for $5.99

Bar B Q Plan #5

Get 5 lbs. FREE

5 lb. Uncle John
Sausage
10 lb. Chicken

Get 5 Lbs. FREE

Get FREE

Gallon Juice

5 lb. Leg Quarters

5 lb. End Cut Chops

5 lb. Chicken Wings

5 lb. Ox Tails
5 lb. Ground Beef

5 lb. Beef Patties

2 lb. Smoked Sausage

5 lb. Smoked Bacon

1 Pk Hot Dogs

Buy 5 lbs. for $2.99

Buy 5 lbs. for $8.99

100 % Pure

FREE 5 lb. Bag Potato

1 Gallon Juice

Buy 5 lbs. for $4.99

10 lb. Chicken Leg Qrts

1 BBQ Kraft Sauce

5 lb. Fresh Neckbones

$29.99

5 lb. Beef Liver
5 lb. Hog Maws

Family Plan #7

10 lb. Chitterlings

5 lb. Ground Beef

Get FREE!!

5 lb. End Cut Chops

1 Whole Chicken

5 lb. Ox Tails

2 lb. Can Grease

5 lb. Drum Sticks

$99.99

5 lb. Chicken Wings

5 lb. Turkey Wings

$12.99

Buy 5 lbs. for $5.99

Center Cut Pork Chops

5 lb. Pig Feet
10 lb Chicken Wings

2 lb. Smoked
Sausage
1 lb. Smoked Bacon
1 Doz. Large Eggs
1 lb. Amer. Cheese
1 Loaf Bread
Free Gallon Juice

End Cut Pork Chops

Fresh Neck Bones

Smoked Neck Bones

Breakfast Special

Smoked Bacon
Buy 5 lbs. for $6.99

1 Slab of Ribs

Drumsticks

5 lb. Fresh Neck Bones
Get FREE 5 lb.

Bag Of Rice

July 31st, at 8pm. Contact727-

892-5767.

This monthly networking
event is an excellent opportu
nity for professionals to net
work with other professionals.
This event will start at
8:30pm, ending at 2am. Light
hors d’oeuvres will be served.

10:30pm, rhythmic sounds
will continue the rest of the

evening.
For more information, call
(727) 825-0045 or e-mail us at
blue_entertainment@hot
mail.com.

Along with jazz from 8:30pm-

EBT Cards

Major Credit Cards

3100 - 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

1 lb. Spiced Ham

5 lb. Turkey Wings

series featuring Down to the
Bone, playing Saturday night,

Meat TYlarket

Smart Plan #12

5 lb. Turkey Necks

have grown from six to 16,
with a combined annual com-

of the Tampa Bay Bucs’ last
five home games for the
upcoming season. Also on
sale-the next concert in a jazz

Check Cashing

Chicken Wings

Get FREE 1 Doz.

property values have risen 22
percent.
•The number of lenders
participating in the program

Box Office Open - The

Georgia Discount

5 lb. Ground Beef

1/2 lb. Amer. Cheese

Proud.
• In target neighborhoods,

Contact 727-823-

BLUE Hosts Networking
Mixer- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(727) 328-7768
x 1 lb. Bologna

between 11th and 13th Streets.
Free admission and parking
Live music by Wise Guy and
Wedgee. Presented by the

and volunteers painted 389

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Block Party - The first
Uptown Friday Nights concert
will be held Friday from 59pm on Central Avenue

the same period, an additional

homes through Paint St Pete

PLEASE
' SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

and Builders Association.

purchase homes, compared to
12 a year before 1993. During

Humanity homes were built;

Distinguished Panel Of Judges To Hear
Evidence Of Police Brutality & Misconduct

• Non-profit coalition part

Fresh Ground Beef

5 lbs. $5.99
Turkey Wings

Uncle John Sausage

10 Lbs. $19.99
T-Bone Steak 5 lbs. for $12.99
30 LB. Case Of Ribs

$37.99

$45.99

Ox Tails
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.99

5 lb. Stew Beef

Beef Liver

$10.95

Buy 5 lbs. for $3.99

Buy 5 lbs. for $4.99
Get 5 lbs. FREE

5 lbs. Chicken Legs
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken
Drumsticks
1
for $10.99

Homestyle
Barbecue .990

Family Plan #9

Family Plan #2

5 lb. Chicken Legs
5 lb. Chicken Wings
5 lb. Turkey Wings
5 lb. Shoulder Steaks
5 lb. Beef Patties
2 Pack Red Hots
2 Pack Lykes Wieners
5 lb. Center Cut Pork Chops
5 lb. Smoked Neck Bones
5 lb. Smoked Sausage
10 lb. Box Pork
Babby Back Ribs
5 lb. Stew Beef
3 lb. Cold Cuts of Your
Choice
5 lb. Neck Bones
5 lb. Cube Steak
5 lb. Chuck Roast
Get FREE
1 Gallon Milk
12 Pack Soda
$129.99

2 lb. Ground Beef
3 lb. Turkey Wings
3 lb. Fresh Neck Bones
2 lb. Pork Chops
1 lb. Smoked Bacon
3 lb. Chicken Drumsticks
1 lb. Smoked Sausage
FREE Gallon Juice

Family Plan #13
5 lb. Chicken Drums
5 lb. End Cut Chops
5 lb. Shoulder Steaks
5 lb. Ox Tails
5 lb. Ground Beef
5 lb. Chicken Leg Qrts.
5 lb. Chicken Wings
5 lb. Turkey Wings
5 lb. Smoked Bacon
5 lb. Fresh Neck Bones
FREE 1 Margarine

$69.99

Family Plan #17
3 lb. Ground Beef
3 lb. Chicken Wings
3 lb. Turkey Wings
3 lb. Ox Tails
2 lb. End Cut Pork Chops
2-lb. Stew Beef
2 lb. Bacon
FREE 6 Pack Slice

$26.99

$12.99

Family Plan #4
3 lb. Smoked Bacon
3 lb. Ground Beef
3 lb. Chicken Drumsticks
3 lb. Turkey Wipgs
3 lb. Turkey Necks
3 lb. Fresh Neck Bones
3 lb. End Cut Pork Chops
3 lb. Chicken Gizzards
3 lb. Pigs Feet
3 lb. Chicken Leg Qrts.
3 lb. Chicken Wings
FREE Dozen Eggs

$29.99
Family Plan #8
5 lb. T-Bone Steak
5 lb. Stew Beef
5 lb. End Cut Pork Chops
5 lb. Ox Tails
5 lb. Ground Beef
5 lb. Chicken Leg Qrts.
5 lb. Chicken Wings
5 lb. Turkey Wings
5 lb. Smoked Bacon
5 lb. Neck Bones
5 lb. Shoulder Picnic
FREE 6 Pack Pepsi

$79.99

5 lb. Shoulder

Steaks
$9.95
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Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

Sadie Marie’s
Noni Corner
“In times like these we

need a saviour”. Actually
Noni has over a hundred pri
mary and secondary applica

pain. Has antibacterial proper
ties that can protect against

digestive and heart damage. It
inhibits pre cancer function

tions. It is invaluable as a heal

and growth of cancer tumors.

ing herb because of the follow
ing functions: Lowers high

Noni users who graciously
shared their Non stories with

blood pressure, works with
melatonin and serotonin to

me, Sadie Marie:
“I feel energetic, no pain

help regulate sleep, tempera
ture and mood cycles. It
increases body energy, acts as

breast surgery.”

an anti-inflammatory and anti
histaminic agent, alleviates

now she’s enjoying her vacation with us, with less pain.”

and healing beautiful after

‘Tina, my
cousin had pain in her knees,

Thompson.

I was jumping up and down-

“I thought I would try

n’t move it due to severe pain

Charlyn Bligen

from a wheelchair or motor

Noni for a ringworm on my

and swelling. My mother said

“On a scale from one to

ized chair to walking” - Doris

call the paramedics, my grand-

ural sense of sanity.” AGA
For more information con

ten, we rate Noni the highesf’,
according to Estelle Young and
partner, Dr. Cobb. “If you

Hardeman
“Oh boy! Painful knees,

grandson’s head. Much to my
surprise in two days, I couldn’t

mom said get the Noni. Thank

tact Sadie Marie Martin at

find a trace after he told me
hat the itching had stopped “

God she said it and she told me

727-327-5008; Johnnie B.

to also thank God. No X-ray,

Mack:

Ms. Steward.
“I had a growth, hard as a

no Doctor, no emergency
room, just the Noni. Ajayla

Karole Spratley: 727-866-

Harriet,Cade.
“Blood sugar continues to

rock in my stomach. After
starting to use Noni, it softened

stabilize even after cheating on
what I eat- I’m going to contin
ue to use Noni” - Glen

and now I’m proud to show

Spradley.
“I was taking Glutamine
and Zoloft for stress and

no pain. Within a few minutes,

Jones
“Since I’ve been taking
Noni, 3-weeks my body feels
fantastic. I’m running 2 1/2

miles every morning and ener

gy galore” - Vicki Jones
“Suffering from arthritis, I
could hardly walk. One drop
of pure Noni on each knee, I
could almost immediately feel

Insurance Women Of
St. Petersburg Install
Officers------ ———-

don’t believe it, call us - we’re
excited about the miracles.”
“I took Noni because my

friend was so persistent about
me taking it I tried it to shut
her up and guess what - It
changed my life” - Dianne

high blood pressure headaches

and high cholesterol. Noni has
really been a plus for me” -

anyone the area. I escaped the
Doctor’s knife” - Vane Jones.

USF’s Walker Is New
Regional Director For Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority
TAMPA - Paulette Walk

■——1

er, interim coordinator for

ft

er is responsible for member
ship activities, programs and

burg recently installed Cherrie

Mary Lou Milch, AIC, CPIW.

Loges, RPA, AIC, API, CPIW,

Milch served as the organiza

strategies in the insurance
industry.
Insurance

Epsilon collegiate chapter at
Michigan State University.

of Insurance Management

tions’ president at the installa
tion, which was held at Saf

Solutions Group (IMSG) as
president Ms. Loges is a claim
representative in IMSG’s casu

fron’s Caribbean restaurant in

alty division. In addition to

for the event was Kimberly
Brubaker, CPSR, C3SR, AIS,

being installed as president
she also received the organiza

St. Petersburg. Also on hand

CPIW, president of Insurance

tion's 1999 Insurance Woman
of the Year award as well as

Women of Tampa. Ms.
Brubaker is a manager in

the 1999 Individual Education

IMSB’s flood customer ser

Achievement Award.

vice department.
The Insurance Women of

Barbara Small, AIC, also
an IMSG claim representative,
was installed as the group’s

St. Petersburg is a local chapter
of the National Association of

secretary.
The 1999 Claims Profes

Insurance Women, Interna
tional, an organization that

Management
Solutions Group, St. Peters

burg, is an insurance outsourc
ing provider serving property
and casualty insurers and
financial institutions through
out the US with more than 900
professional associates, IMSG
provides a full range Of busi

Dr. Paulette Walker

international

developing breast cancer. It is

across the United States during

The sorority was founded on

and political awareness and
involvement, and mental and
physical health, arid Walker

the most common form ofcan

the 1st six years. These pro

said she is “ready and able to

women are at an increased risk
of dying from breast cancer

January 13, 1913, by 22 col
lege
women
attending

Walker’s leadership roles
within the sorority began in

East Lansing, Mich., where
she . presided over the MSU

Howard University in Wash
ington, D.C. It is the second

chapter. She later earned

oldest

national and regional appoint

African-American
sorority in the United States

ments, including four years as

and boasts 195,000 members.

accept the challenge” to make
her mark on these initiatives
during her two-year term as

director.

because they often do not have

Johnnie Mach

Prom a Size l6 dress size to a

Hurry, Hurry

D.O.

Shear Essence

To Find Out How to Consume This Product lor FREE, Contact:
DISTRIBUTORS

Johnnie Mack - 896-7557 • Sadie Martin - 327-5008
Elaine Hopkins - 327-5992 * Veronica Allen - 327-8554

YSiinging cdfofis, cdlzafth & tdhaftng to the ^Wotfd

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

Be Your Own Boss
Set Your Own Hours
Do Something You Love
Have Unlimited Earning
Potential

Enrollment is limited (no admission fee)

— J.B.B.

D. Walker

328-7189
328-7289

AND
•
•
•
•

*Tuesdav. August 17, 1999 • 6:00 - 8:00 P.M.

12 Yrs. of pain, going to pain therapy every day.

with low-cost or free screening
services.

~ WALK-INS WELCOME -

PROGRAM BEGINS
ENOCH D. DAVIS CENTER

Prom stress to high energy,

ing women about breast can
cer and putting them in touch

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

• Money Mgnt. Skills
• A Marketing Mindset
• Self-management Skill
• Basic Office
Organization Skill

in one weeh. Prom l6 to 7 and getting

grams are dedicated to educat

BUglglBIgJglBlBIBIBIBIBIBlglBlBlBiBlBIBElBlBlBJBlBlBllB
f3

hZmti*epv*eiBciirsililp

Prom not being able to see due to

glaucoma. Pressure in the eyes down

Chronic asthma, immediate relief. -

cer among women in the U.S.
Medically
underserved

community-based programs

Extension Weaving and Braiding

Curriculum Includes Skill
Required For All Successful
Business'

people you may know -

In 2 whs. pain free.

Every woman is at risk of

TOTAL HAIR CARE

reporting.

Testimonials from

reach women with informa
tion and services, and has cho
sen our program for a Wish
List grant.”
Avon has funded over 500

development

nation, and financial/statistical

Sadie Marie's
NONI Corner:

are pleased that Avon recog
nizes the tremendous need to

with tiie national organization.

information technology, cus
tomer service, hazard determi

Simply NONI

workers. She further adds “We

The sorority promotes
educational arid economic

ness solutions related to polity
and Claim administration,

Ancient Health Miracle for Modern Times

Fluid from Lupus. —

ish.

Screening Center’s mobile
mammography unit and by
using dedicated peer outreach

president of the Tampa Alum
nae Chapter, which is affiliated

TAKE A LOOK

Size 10 in one month. -

The three year grant will
allow Moffitt Cancer Center
through community partner

gram is to provide women

Graduate in 8 Weeks

better every day. -

“Many factors, from fear, lack
of insurance to transportation
barriers keep women from
practicing good breast health,”
explains Cathy Meade, RJN.,
PhD., Director of Education at
Moffitt Cancer Center. We try
to reduce these barriers by
bringing services right to
women via Lifetime Cancer

diagnosed in later stages.

with linguistically and cultural
ly relevant cancer education
and early detection informa
tion in both English and Span

37th Annual Regional Confer

initiation into the Epsilon

Lisf’ grant to H. Lee Moffitt
Cancer Center & Research

reach services to medically
underserved women. A key
component of Moffitt’s pro

ly took place at the sorority’s

develops educational, techno
logical and communication

vices and their cancer is often

screening, education and out

Bahamas. Her election recent

sional of the Year award went
to yet another IMSG associate,

Breast Health Access Fund
awarded a $285,921 “Wish

ships to bring breast cancer

services for 37,000 members
in Alabama, Honda, Georgia,
Mississippi, Tennessee and the

ST.PETERSBURG- In
surance Women of St Peters

access to routine health ser

only ten organizations nation

Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
As regional director, Walk

ence in Birmingham, Ala. It
was a crowning moment in 33
years of service to Delta,
which began with Walker’s

TAMPA - The Avon

wide chosen to receive a
“Wish Lisf’ grant from Avon.

was recently elected Southern
Regional Director for Delta

or

Moffitt Cancer
Center Awarded
‘Wish List’ Grant

detection. Moffitt is one of

College of Education at the
University of South Ronda,

727-896-7557

6503.

Center for breast cancer early

undergraduate advising for the

(L to R): Cherie Loges, Barbara Small, David Meehan & Kim Brubaker

depression - no longer needed
since Noni has given me a nat

“I sprained my arm, could

Reid
“Thanks to Noni, I went

“I feel better, with away to
go because of taking Noni. I
hope to be walking soon, with
persistence I will” - Marion

CALL Kimberly James - 893-7134
or 586-1110
Sponsored by
City of St. Petersburg Weed & Seed,
The Resource Center for Women, Inc.

Resource Center for Women, Inc.
1111 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida

(727) 419-1509

SHIRLEY S BEAUTY
PALACE
ecLahizincj in the. hatest cdfaei

ate foi

an

©

the £ntuie

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-06.79
SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner
Ca/I for Appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome
Hours of Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

SIZZLING
STYLES

THE
HOTTEST
LOOKS

MAKING
WAVES
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Take Stock In Children

From Page. 1

The auction began on
game day, Saturday, July 17th,
at Tropicana Field, and contin

ued through Thursday via on
line bidding. The winning bid
ders will be notified by the
Devil Rays staff about the uni

form they scored. An over
sized check of $30,733 will be
presented to Take Stock in
Children during Friday’s game
at 6:45pm.

Cuomo Awards $3.1 Million
To Help Elderly & Disabled
WASHINGTON - On
July 26th, Housing and Urban
Development
Secretary
Andrew Cuomo awarded $3.1

will help famil ies stay together

million in grants to help lowincome older people and peo

The grants will go to 41
Public Housing Authorities in

ple with disabilities get health
care, meals and other support

these 26 states, with the total

abled people is part of Presi
dent Clinton’s Housing Securi

grants for each state listed:
Alaska, $29,164; Califor

ty Plan. Goals of the plan
include:

ive services they need to con

In addition to the donation

tinue living in HUD-subsi-

made to the organization, Flor
ida Power also provided Take

dized housing in 26 states.
Public housing authorities

Stock in Children students,

and other owners of HUD-

their parents and mentors from
Orlando, Ocala, Tampa and St.
portation to attend the game.
The students were special
guests of Florida Power, which «
was celebrating its 100th anni- ft

versary, and the Devil Rays.

McCall's Family Restaurant Health
talking about his real partner,
Charles McCall, arid how
.Charles was very instrumental

in the business being opened.
The natural question that

ST. PETERSBURG - To

a business in an area closely

associated and identified with
crime, drugs, etc. Grady smiles
when he wants people to know

that in the past that was true,
but not now. “Due to increased
community policing, more

involvement in the crime
watch program and neighbors
being more involved, that’s

ST. PETERSBURG-At

963 22nd Street South since

ence working both with and
for others, “My family studied

April, the McCall family

the area, looked at how we

opened a restaurant/cafeteria/

could make a positive impact
and decided to invest in what
we. considered an up-andgrowing area.” •

fast food, take-out establish
ment The business is located
on a street that in years' past
was known as the hub of busi
nesses for African Americans.

He takes great pride when

kick-off celebration, featuring
the pre-registration of children
for free immunizations, will be

Clearview Park, and from

families who have relocated
from Jordan Park, are eligible

tiie focus of this Saturday’s

to participate. Parents are
required to accompany chil

launching of a Health Educa

dren this Saturday to pre-regis

tion and Information Center at
Jordan Park.
A representative of the

Junior League of St/Peters

ter.

Those who do will receive
free immunizations and back

The business is open Mon

backs at the Back-To-School
Care Fair at Tropicana Field on

day-Saturday 6am-6pm, arid
he is desirous that people are

with members of the Jordan

Saturday, August 14th.

aware of the catering services

that are available for all occa
sions. He stresses that opening
up in this area, we are the only
one of this kind, and before the
area is renovated, he desires to
attract more business from
Tropicana Field.

Park Health Provider’s Net
work and St Petersburg Hous
ing Authority staff, between

Minnesota, $196,100; Mis

housing and supportive service

abilities in HUD housing get
the supportive services that

souri, $39,461; North Caroli
na,
$55,000;
Nebraska,

combinations available

enable fliem to live indepen
dently.

$396,150;
$131,580;

“These grants will help
older Americans and people

$92,942; Oklahoma, $71,916;

11am and 2pm; to help preregister Children for the
League’s
Back-To-School

Cafe Fair at Tropicana Field on

or Ousman Ali, 552-1023,

Saturday, August 14th.

and continue living in their
homes,” Cuomo said. “They

New
New

Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island,

Jersey,
York,

$81,988;
$137,160;

South Carolina, $88,214;
Texas, $12,975; Virginia,
$273,659; Vermont, $30,000;

lower income seniors.

• Improving the range and

Each year, HUD assists ap

proximately 15 million elder
ly low-income renter house
holds with public and assisted

housing and tenant-based ren
tal assistance designed to pro
vide decent, safe and afford
able housing opportunities.

TARPON SPRINGS -

been one of only four surgeons

James P. Gills, M.D., Founder
and Director of St. Luke’s
Cataract & Laser Institute, has

from tiie United States invited

International Symposium on
Cataract and Lens Implant

to be guest speakers. He pre
sented six lectures covering
topics such as state-of-the-art
cataract surgery, refractive lens

Surgery, held in Caracas,

surgery, correcting astigma
tism and multiple lens implant

Venezuela.
Dr. Gills is proud to have

techniques,
“This was just an excellent

opportunity to share some of
the things we are doing today
in ophthalmology, and more
precisely, in cataract surgery. It

was a tremendous honor for
me. In sharing our work with
the world, *we can greatly

improve the level of care for
our patients on a global scale,”
said Dr. Gills.

Give Respect & Respect Shall
Be Received!

MEAT HOUSE OF
ST. PETE

operated business and a co

owner, an evening manager,
agreed to a sit-down discus
sion with personnel from this
publication to talk about goals,
objectives and possibly being
in the forefront about getting
involved in both the Mayor’s

3101 Central Ave. (328-1958)

OPEN 8:30 AM TILL 7 PM • SUNDAYS 8:30 AM TILL 2 PM

CHICKEN LEG
QUARTERS

GROUND
BEEF

Buy 5 Lbs. Get 5 Lbs. FREE

5 Lbs. for $4.95

$3.49

a graduate of Osceola High

BABY SPARE
RIBS

School arid the local Pinellas
County Technical Institution at

30 Lb. Case $39.95

TURKEY
NECKS

Challenge 2001, the 22nd

Street Redevelopment and the
HUD HOPE VI initiative.
This discussion was hoped to
be honest, frank, sincere and

true.
According to Mr. McCall,

34th Street So., and having

5 Lbs. Only $1.99

SAVE MONEY ON FAMILY PLANS

more than 10 years of expert?
‘0 [SJSIEJSJSJSEISfSJSJSJSl 0

B REWARD!
1
1a
1
1
J®
For any information

leading to the person

or persons responsible
for vandalizing foe

1
00
00

NO SALES TAX...JUST GREAT SALES!
-Vo

Call 896-2922 with

I

1

any information.

i
IEJl

IS

I

MEN'S!
LADIES'!
CHILDREN'S!

ALL
SHOES

Weekly Challenger

newspaper boxes.

Sales Tax Week July 31st Till Aug. 8th

TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

1216 E. Fowler Ave.
813-979-0999

(Across from Tyrone Mall)

6754 22nd Ave. No.
727-344-0999

In the financial world, managing your company’s cash flow isn’t

always as easy as it looks. At any given moment a small business
can have money coming in, money going out, money sitting in

an investment and money that’s available. Staying up to date can
be difficult if all you receive is a monthly statement. That’s why
mb

First Union® gives you better ways to' .access your
accounts. With online banking via the Internet

or QuickBooks® the nation’s #1 small business
accounting package, you get account information 24 hours a day.

Mon.-Sat. 8:30am-8pm j

And with Business Fax, you receive your statement daily, so

Sun. 11am-6pm
LimitediQuantities on Some Styles & Brands

* JAMES A. THOMAS
Premier Service Agent

/instate

You’re in good hands.

Allstate Insurances. Company
6055 9th St. So.
St. Petersburg. FL 33705
Bus (813) 865-1409
FAX (813) 864-6779
O 1996 Allstate Insurance Company,
Northbrook, Illinois. 24-hour customer service
is available through select Allstate locations.

f

you can make informed and timely decisions. Which
Mr. Mike's Gourmet Foods, Inc.

t 6553 - 46th St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

makes it easier to do something else you care about:
run your business.

"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"

8

Phone:

1-727-520-1888

«

Pager:

1-727-402-3333.

B

Fax:

1-727-520-8765 >.

aas“

Give Disrespect & Disrespect Shall
Be Received !

Grady McCall, spokesper
son for the family-owned/'

to

seniors.

James P. Gills, M.D., Back
From Seminar In Yenezuela

Transportation to both

events will be coordinated and
provided through SPHA staff:
Chantella Moore, 893-1981;
Sharette Boykins, 893-1983;
Roger Qendening, 893-1322;

• Expanding affordable
housing opportunities for

elderly arid people with dis

just returned from the 5th

burg will be on hand, along

history!”

Grady McCall

help kids get better prepared
for the first day of school, a

Those children from Jor
dan Park, from James Park and

• Helping seniors remain in

their homes.

coordination of affordable

nursing homes and institutions

could be asked was, why open

nia, $50,400 Connecticut,
$112,320; Florida, $35,000;
Georgia, $148,097; Illinois,
$137,010; Indiana, $38,290;

Using service coordinators
to act as community service
liaisons for seniors and dis

dinators who will help the-

with disabilities stay out of

Education/Information
Center At Jordan Park

zens.”

Massachusetts,
$283,492;
Maryland, $62,127; Maine,
$38,969; Michigan, $52,000;

subsidized housing will use the
funds to employ service coor

Petersburg tickets and trans

and improve the lives of some

of our most vulnerable citi

Washington, $483,983; and
Wisconsin, $106,405.

1-80O-566-FUN
firsiunion.com

>1999 First Union Corp. QuickBooks is a registered trademark of Intuit, Inc.
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North Central Florida/^
‘Arthur’ Creator Is Guest On
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood
strength comes not from vio

■■ by James Thorpe

lence, but from learning to
make the best of their own

5

impulses.”
Throughout the week, the
WOMAN’S CONVENTION

Neighborhood offers many
perspectives on ‘go’and ‘stop’,

neers-TABS.

*****

The Woman’s Convention

of the 2nd Bethlehem Associa

ST. PAUL M.B. CHURCH

tion invites you to attend their

On Sunday, July 25th, the
St Paul Missionary Baptist

Annual Session beginning
August 9th through August

including important safety
rules.
Highlights include:

• A visit to the Fire Depart

Church family, Montaque, FL,

13th, at the Theological Semi

observed their annual Family

nary, 1105 NW. 4th Street,

and Friends Day program.

ment where Mister Rogers

meets caring firefighters. He

learns about their equipment

The Rev. Isaiah Trndal was

Ocala.
Highlights:

Official opening, Monday,
Aug. 9th, 7pm. The Dea
conesses of 2nd Bethlehem in
chaige.
Tuesday morning, 9am,
Ministers wives.

Wednesday morning, 9am
session. Wednesday night,

7:30pm, Banquet at Howard
Academy (Red/White).

Thursday, President’s Day.
Morning speaker, Mrs. Naomi
Bently, FL State Baptist Con

vention President. Thursday
afternoon speaker, Mrs. Erma

Arnold talks to Mister Rogers
about the importance of fire

safety and demonstrates the
fire engine’s lights and siren.
• Video visits to factories
showing how people make

wards.
At 3pm, the Rev. Johnny
Bernard came to us with the

spoken word, ‘What A Friend
We Have in Jesus’.
Both services were spiritu
ally uplifting and the turnout of
people that attended was beau
tiful.
Pastor Rev. E.E. Chis

holm.
JULY BIRTHDAYS

July 7th, Katriana Rod

vice, 2pm-5pm. Young Peo

riquez; July 25th, Olivia Wat

ple’s Department, YWA;s
Matrons, Red Circle, Sunshine

son; July 26th, LaDonna Cun
ningham.

L-R: Marc Brown, Michael Yarmush and Fred Rogers
PITTSBURGH,

PA -

Marc Brown reveals his secret
formula for drawing ‘Arthur’,
the animated star of the popu
lar PBS series, when Mister

drawings to demonstrate how
the pictures seem to move.

to a fire station and in videos
showing how people make

After watching a recent
‘Arthur’ segment featuring an
animated Mister Rogers’ char

traffic lights and sidewalks.

Rogers visits his studio. Dur
ing this all-new week of ‘Mis
ter Rogers’ Neighborhood’

DEADLINE

traffic lights and sidewalks,
two everyday things that help
us stay safe by showing us

when to step and when to go.

“Our Neighborhood pro

• Safety equipment worn

grams have always offered

by

acter, viewers meet teenager
Michael Yarmush, who pro
vides the voice for ‘Arthur’.

messages which are meant to
help children develop the abil

Chuck Aber, who skates by

ity to ‘stop’ when they have

programs about ‘Go-StopGo’, premiering on PBS July

pads and helmet that he wears

This week’s theme of ‘GoStop-Go’, about impulse con

planned something that could

for protection.

26-30.

trol, is also related to safety
rules presented in Fred
Rogers’ characteristically clear
and reassuring way on a visit

children

Marc Brown helps chil

dren understand about anima
tion, flipping through his

Band-Trail Blazers, Calva-

I NEWS

people to safety. Fire Captain

Friend in Jesus’.
Dinner was served after

Rush, Woman’s Convention

President
Friday, Evangelistic Ser

and rides in die ‘Stokes basket’
that firefighters use to carry

the Minister of the Hour for the
11am service, and his message
was ‘Who Is Your Friend?-A

IS

4

PM MONDAY

k HB8aHESSaaSHSMSHBB®ai

Neighborhood

friend,

and shows Mister Rogers the

hurt others or themselves.

‘Mister Rogers’ Neigjibor-

What a challenge it is for us to

hood’ is underwritten by Pub

counter other powerful televi
sion messages...and to help

lic Television Stations and the
Corporation for Public Broad

know

that

real

casting.

Lifeguards To
Compete In The
Wild Waters Super
Guard Competition
- 4th, at Silver Springs mam
Lifeguards from nearly six spring area with team mem
Florida waterparks will come bers swimming out to a float
SILVER

SPRINGS

to Marion County to compete
in the Wild Waters Super
Guard Competition on Tues
day and Wednesday, August 34. The competition will be

lifeguard skills.
Wave Save Rescue in Wild
In addition to Wild Waters, Waters’ wave pool. Other
some of the other waterparks events scheduled on Wednes
participating in the two-day day include men’s and
event will include Buccaneer women’s Rag Sprints.
Bay from Weeki Wachee
An awards ceremony for

Spring, Wet-N-Wild from the Wild Waters Super Guard
Orlando and Adventure Island Competition will be held at
from Tampa.
1:30pm
on Wednesday,
The competition will offi August 4th.
cially begin cm Tuesday, Au
Wild Waters is a nine-acre
gust 3rd, with a 200-Yard Re family waterpark featuring
lay in Wild Waters’ 450,000- eight flume rides and watergallon wave pool. Each partic slides, a 450,000-gallon wave

ipant will swim one of four 50- pool, three children’s play
yard strokes, the backstroke, areas, volleyball courts, food
breaststroke, sidestroke and-a outlets, picnic facilities, spe
freestyle stroke. Other events cialty shops, lockers and show
on Tuesday will include a ers. Wild Waters is located east

Wave Save Rescue, a Water of Ocala cm S.R. 40 next to Sil
Tug of War competition and a ver Springs.
Volleyball Tournament
For more information,
A Greased Watermelon contact Wild Waters at (800)
Relay will open up the compe 234-7458 or (352) 236-2121.
tition on Wednesday, August

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY
SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS

After 24 months they'll also
outgrow the Puhlix Baby Club.®
How about some coupons, too?

If you have a baby under 24 months or you’re pregnant now, you’re

We figure you could always use coupons for other products

eligible for the absolutely free Publix Baby Club? Sign up and in

throughout the store, right? So, as one more incentive to join the

about four to six weeks you'll receive coupons for all sorts of free

Publix Baby Club? we'll send you coupons to save you money on

stuff: coupons for free baby products, more members-only

lots of Publix and national brand items.

coupons, a free newsletter - .even membership itself is free.
First-time parents will also- receive a helpful book from the

Did we mention this was free?

American Academy of Pediatrics,. Caring For Four Baby And Young

We think you've got the hint. But just so you know, Publix Baby

Child. It's our way of saying welcome to our family. Hopefully we’ll

Club* membership is absolutely free.The only thing you need to

make the pregnancy-through-24 months time a little easier

have going for you is a child younger than 24 months or be an

Four to six weeks after you join the Publix Baby Club,® we'll send

expectant parent. Just visit the baby aisle in your neighborhood

Publix for all the enrollment information you’ll need, and join today.
And again, welcome to our family.

you coupons for free products. These aren't trial sizes, mind you.
They're the real, full-sized products. And as we mentioned before,

first-time parents will also receive that great book from the
American Academy of Pediatrics.Your complete guide to invaluable
medical and child-rearing advice for children from birth to age 5.

Free news by way of the free newsletter.
The Publix Baby Club® newsletter is a colorful and exciting way
to get some helpful hints. Every few months you'll receive our

Where shopping is a pleasure.®

newsletter packed with oodles of practical tips and important
information on baby care and family life.

of a combination of canoeing,
running and swimming, will

challenging tournaments de with a distance run through a
signed to test teamwork and nature bail and finish with a

They'll outgrow rattles, diapers
and sounds sucJi as “bai>a-gfalu-sapa7

Now about those coupons lor free products.

while holding a greased water
melon. A Triathlon, consisting

staged at Wild Waters and Sil begin at Silver Springs on the
ver Springs and indudes eight Fort King Waterway, continue

r

How the Puhlix Baby Ckih® works.

ing dock and back to shore

Number and type of coupons and items in welcome package may change without notice.
Book available for first-time parents only.
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Light
Of The
World

Dreams Do Come
True For ‘The
Wood’ Director

Society In
Ocala

.*

-

by
Florence Williams Ray

By Dahiel Bahks
“o magnify the Lord with

me and let us exalt His name
together. ” - Psalm 34:3

I’m amazed at the number
of people who claim to be
Christians, but still have very

sharp tongues. I know preach
ers, teachers and laymen alike
who offend at the drop (Fa hat

ed! Check it out for yourself.
Ah, but you say the Bible
told me to "rebuke them open
ly.” However; that same Bible
said, “But whoso shall offend

MOM’S DIVISION

Omaha, NE. The Conference

HAS NEW PRESIDENT

on Domestic Violence, held on

Taking the helm as MAD
DAD’s MOM’s division pres
ident is Toni Wilson who is

October 29-30, 1998, was

already actively working with

one of the highlights of the past
year.
*****

one of these little ones which
believe in Me, it were better for
him that a millstone were

young people. Her goal is to

hanged about his neck, and

grams and activities for female

place more emphasis on pro

They will ‘chew you up and
spit you out’ and still say that

depth of the sea. Woe unto the

youth which she feels is much
needed.

they’ve been bom again.
Colossians 4:6 reads, “Let

world because of offenses! For
it must needs be that offenses

The MOM’s division
works in harmony with MAD

your speech be alway with

come; but woe to that man by

grace, seasoned with salt that
ye may know how ye ought to

whom the offense cometh!”St Matthew 18:6,7.

DADS programs, and is not a
separate entity. Meetings are

that he were drowned in the

answer every man.”

Every verse of the bible is

There are folk who will

truth, but no one verse is the

tear up Sunday School, Bible
Study and church services

whole truth. We have to study

alike with displays of angry

Word of truth! James, the

to be able to rightly divide the

tantrums, dissention and vehe . brother of Jesus, wrote this:
ment arguments. This ought “For in many things we offend
not to be so! How can you win all. If any man offend not in
souls for Christ by being so word, the same is a perfect

mean and spiteful- to everyone
in God’s house? Strife and
envy and bitterness are not
fruits of Spirit! My god, even

man, and able also to bridle the
whole body.’-James 3:2. We
offend people so readily. Is it
any wonder that we find in the

the visitors are leary about

household of faith alcoholic

returning when you’ve got

first ladies, officers and minis

grown people being so cantan
kerous and virtually impossi
ble to get along with.

ters that smoke, drink, curse
and commit adultery! It all

There’s a fit and proper
way to tell a person anything

goes back to not being able to
bridle the tongue. In turn, we
are not able to bridle our bod

you want them to know! If you

ies.

disagree on an issue, why not

Please don’t miss this.
People are committing suicide,
using drugs and having abortions because they need some
one to show them kindness

disagree amicably? That way
the doors Of communication

remain open! Do you not
know that “Abrother offended

LOS ANGELES - Rick

from his honeymoon, the

Famuyiwa, the 25-year-old

young director plans to finish
writing a script about family,

director of Paramount Pictures

film ‘The Wood’, had cause to
celebrate two major mile
stones this past weekend. First
the film, which marks his fea

friends and romance, which he
hopes will be in theaters in the
year 2000.

ture directorial debut, opened

‘The Wood’ premiere also
reunited the talented and hand

to great reviews and a stellar
box office gross of $8.6 mil

some young cast of the film all
of whom turned out for the

lion. Celebrations continued

star-studded world premiere

Sunday when he married his
University of Southern Cali

July 14th in Los Angeles at

college

Paramount Pictures studios.

sweetheart

In the photo: 1-r, front row:

Glenita Mosley in a lovely Los

Trend Cameron, Sean Nelson;

fornia

Angeles ceremony surrounded

1-r, middle row: Taye Diggs,

by family and friends, before

Duane Finley; 1-r, back row:
Richard T. Jones and Omar

jetting off to honeymoon in the
Bahamas.

and shower them with love.

are like the bars of a castle?”—

churches, parishes and syna
gogues to be entreated cruelly.

OCALA- Members of the
Construction Industry Task

6pm.
These meetings, which are

Force Board have scheduled

open to the public, will b held

There’s enough cruelty in the
world. There’s no place for it in

two meetings for the month of
August, as follows:

God’s house.
When you choose to be

Wednesday, August 4th,
Commission
Conference

at the McPherson Govern
mental Comples, 601 SE 25
Avenue, Ocala, FL, as indicat

So, why not use some wisdom

nasty to someone whether it’s

Room #105,4pm-6pm.

and season your speech with
grace and love and humility!

Wednesday, August 18th,
Conference
Room ‘B’, 4pmwork or in the marketplace, the .
person you hurt most of all is

get it! You’ll never be able to

minister to that person again.

“You can catch more flies with

honey than with vinegar;” it’s
often said. Which is not to say
that one should ‘sugar-coat’the

at church, at home, at school or

you. If you know that you
don’t have the fullness of
Christ’s love dwelling on’the

For more information, call
Marion County Planning at

620-3394.

Rainbow River
Advisory
Board Meeting

inside, return to the altar and

ask God to give him/her what
to say and how to say it. To be

Spirit.
You can also make an altar

OCALA - The Rainbow,

at the Dunnellon Chamber of

effective at soul-winning is,

in your home or simply place

River Advisory Board has

Commerce, 20500 East Penn-

more than a notion or a novel

yourself on the altar of your

sylvania Avenue, Dunnellon.

idea. It takes applying the prin

The discussion will be the

ciples of Jesus Christ! Perhaps

heart.
Remember St. Matthew

scheduled an emergency meet
ing for Monday, August 2nd,
at 5pm.

Inglis locks.

this is why so many of our

5:13, “Ye are the salt of the

This meeting, which is

churches are empty on Sunday

earth: but if the salt have lost

open to the public, will be held

morning. I dare say it’s
because someone has oftend-

his savour, wherewith shall it
be salted?”

For more information, call

John Dennis at 489-8348.

W@ welcome your
letters to the editor.

Project Eagle
OCALA - Project Eagle,

nized over a year ago. Cather

booths at special events.

interact with a child and will

MAD DADS and the Ocala

provide positive impacts on a
young life. Tutors need no

Police Department are work
ing hard to keep Ocala and sur

experience. Training and sup

rounding areas safe places to

information, (352) 732-4771.
ft ft ft ft ft
GOLDEN ARM CLASSIC

held at War Memorial Recre
ation Goiter, 1510 NW 4th
Street, on August 2nd-August

for adults who wish fo
improve their English, or may
speak English as a second lan

MAD DADS Chapters which

guage. There are community
centers in Hickory Knoll/Sut-

has been adopted by the MAD
DADS National Office in

ton Place, Silver Springs
Shores Presbyterian Church,

9605 or MAD DADS office at
(352) 629-3100 for more

information.

BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT

adults improve their lives

There are four areas where

or maneuvers in and around

port will be provided.
live. If you are interested in
Please call Regina Wash becoming a member of the
ington or Rose Jones at the Big Bike Patrol, please contact
Sun Volunteer Center for more Miquell Mack at (352) 867-

Basketball Tournament will be

ine J. Robinson presented an

for

check out the neighborhoods,

teers to help children and

organizational

outline

3rd grades who are in need of
reading improvement. This is a
one-on-one opportunity to

12th. The time is 7pm-10pm,
Monday through Friday.
The tournament includes
ages 16 years and older. Come

out 'and support our youth.
Robert Williams is Center

Specialist.
*$***

REWARD
For any information
leading to the person
or persons responsi
ble for vandalizing
the Weekly
Challenger newspa
per boxes,
Call 396-2922 with
any information.
Thank You...

- A Rising Rate CD

ed above.

gospel.
But a true Christian will

ask God to fill you with His .

The Division was orga

The Bike Patrol has drawn
the interest of the community
as it moves around town to

The Golden Arm Classic

programs have been initiated

evenings, starting at 6pm.

ON THE MOVE

Department.
Tutors are needed to read
to and with children, ages K-

America Reads of Marion
County needs caring volun

through tutoring.

BIKE PATROL

Health

Construction
Industry Task
Force Meetings

They don’t step into our

offended a person, you can for

AMERICA READS
OF MARION COUNTY

County

Epps.

strong city, and his contentions

Once you’ve sufficiently

Division, and considered to be

Marion

When Famuyiwa returns

is harder to be won than a

Proverbs 18:19.

held bi-weekly on Monday

sponsored by the MOM’s

Steeplechase Apartments and

If You Want A CD Rate
That Rises With Interest Rates,

This Is The CD For You.
SouthTrust’s rising rate CD, Market Tracker, lets you take advantage of rising interest

rates. You see, if interest rates rise, so willyour rate ofearnings'. And, if interest rates happen
to drop, you don’t have to worry because the Market Tracker CD Account keeps your

investment safe with our guaranteed floor rate during the 12-month term. So you’re
ft
protected no matter which way rates happen to go. This account requires a minimum
of $2,500 to open and receive the stated APY.2 You can always add to your investment
with deposits of $500 or more at any time.' So hurry into any SouthTrust office and see

why the Market Tracker CD Account is something you should really take advantage of.

sponsored by Keep . Marion

314A.
Greenways and Trails,

Beautiful,. Stiver Springs,
Florida Game and Fresh Water

Hwy. 4417301 South, across
from the Sheriffs Substation

Fish Commission, Department

on SE 80 Street, Santos Trails

of Environmental Protection
and the Marion County Board

Head.
For more information, call

of County Commissioners, is

the Marion County Parks at

You’re Not Just Another Customer. We’re Not Just Another Bank,

for

(352) 236-7111, or Marcy
Delk at (352) 622-1609.

www.southtrust.com

scheduled

Saturday,

August 7th, from 8am-noon.

$15,000 REWARD
MSB
B HOMICIDE
■/CALL 732-9111

To open an account, come by any of our convenient offices during regular business hours or call

The Project Eagle sites are:
Eureka, Hwy. 316 South,

East side of the river.
Gores Landing, Hwy. 315,
North of Hwy. 40, Ocklawaha
River, Gores Landing Camp

ground.
Boat Basin, Hwy. 40 East
and Ocklawaha River.
Moss Bluff, Hwy- 464C,

1/4 mile west of Intersection of

SouthTrustBank

1-800-CALL-STB (1-800-225-5782)

Jolt Tour Cruises, Inc.
At the Business Center
3300 S.W. 34th Ave. • Suite 160 #2 • Ocala, FL 34474
Licensed & Bonded
"Cruise With the Experts"

(8(50) 224-3302

CRUISE VACATIONS on SALE
Fall Holiday
Best Prices Now!

All Major Cruise Lines
Fundraisers Available
(352) 237-2881

Mondav through Friday, between 6 am and 6 pm CST or 7 am and 7 pm EST
and Saturday, between 7 am and 2 pnr CST or 8 am arid 3 pm EST

'.Interest rates may change after the account is opened at specified quarteriy intervals based ori the yield of the 13-week Treasuty
Bill. Advertised rate subject to change. Additional deposits can be matte up to 7 days prior to maturity. APV accurate as of July U. 1999.
This offer is available for a limited time only at participating SouthTrust offices. Silver Service bonus does not apply to the initial
rate. Available to individuals only Maximum deposit up to S 100,000. Fbnalty for early withdrawal. Member FD1C. ©1999 SouthTrust
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Openings At Head Start

GJC National Alumni Assn., Inc., Plans Millennium Convention
ST. PETERSBURG -

R. Kimes as Chairperson of

Gibbs Junior College became

a junior college in 1957. There

the Convention, Joseph Harris
of Tampa as Program Chair

were eleven other colleges
who offered two year pro

person and Mabel R. Manley
as Souvenir Book Chairper

grams and degrees to black
students in the State ofFlorida.

son. The Association has tar

Dr. Walter L Smith’s book,
‘The Magnificent Twelve’,
detailed these 12 junior col
leges and referred to them as

having been magnificent.
Gibbs Junior College was
named in honor of Jonathan
Gibbs, the first black American

to serve in the Florida Cabinet
as Secretary of State from

500
alumni planning to attend the
Millennium Reunion.
geted

PINELLAS PARK Juanita Heinzen, Family Ser
vices Manager for Pinellas
County Head Start, has

working and training, the pro
gram has extended day hours

announced that there are many
openings remaining for Head
Start’s Fall enrollment.

Children must be 3 or 4

approximately

“We currently have lots of
openings for 3-year-olds and
4-year-olds countywide. Be

The Convention will host
all Gibbs Alumni and all inter
ested alumni of the other

cause Head Start wants to as-

sist those families that are

’buig, 895-4422; Mid-County

of 6:30am-6pm,” says Hein

Family Services, 6655 66th St
N., Pinellas Park, 541-4000;

zen.

Largo Family Services, 12351

134th Ave. N., Largo, 585-

years old by September 1,

6817;

1999. Parents can call or visit

Offices, 6698 68th Ave. N.,

the Head Start Family Services
Offices at the following loca

Pinellas Park, 547-5971.

tions:
Fillmore Family Services,
1900 12th St S., St Peters-

comed.

and Administrative

Home visits are also wel

Let's Walk Together Down
Memory Lane----------------

eleven institutions. It will high
light the 40th Anniversary of
the Class of 1960. All mem

bers of the Class of 1960 are

ST. PETERSBURG - A

ORY LANE” will be charted

out some old photos and

from Campbell Park to Jordan

in order to receive information

planning meeting will be held
for residents of St Petersburg

newspaper clippings for col
lective input which will ensure

concerning the affair and to
include your name in the pro

who may be interested in help
ing to coordinate plans and

amount of blacks.
The Alumni Association’s
first organizational meeting

gram. You may call Mabel, the

share ideas to bring our history

corresponding secretary, at the
above telephone number, any

alive - Black neighborhoods

occurred in 1961, but the orga
nization did not become a reality until 1993. It became a

member of the organization, or
write to Gibbs Jr. College

1868 to 1873. Even though
Gibbs lasted only ten years

from 1957 to 1967; it touched
the lives of a tremendous

flourishing organization under
the chairmanship ofAnn Sher
man. Under the leadership of
Terry Bryant, incorporation

papers were filed by our Tech
nical Director, Dr. David

Welch. Today, Gibbs Jr. Col
lege National Alumni Associa
tion, Inc., is inundated with

success under the leadership of
Dr. Walter L. Smith.

It now has a large mem
bership with over 50 life mem
bers and/or pledgees. Anyone
who wishes to become active
in the organization should
come to. the next meeting slat
ed for Sept. 11th at Dr. David
Welch’s office or call 906-

0059 and place your name on
the organization’s mailing list.
GJC Alumni Association's
Reunion Convention will con

vene May 25-28,2000. Presi

asked are asked to contact the
association as soon as possible

businesses from Methodist
Town to South St. Petersburg.

the continued significance,
impact and contributions
Africans American made in
the history in St Petersburg.

that were alive and well with
businesses successfully boom

Join us at Atwaters Cafete
ria, 892-22nd Avenue South at
12:00 Noon. Bring all your

For more information con
tact Minnie Nelson .at 550-

ing like never before.

wonderful memories to the

8885 or Allene at the Weekly

table, jot down your ideas, pull

Challenger, 896-2922.

“A Walk Through MEM

National Alumni Association,
Inc., P.O. Box 15443, St.
Petersburg, FL 33733 to
request literature concerning
the Convention.
Bi the interim the associa

Park but will include a celebra
tion of schools, families and

Florida Student

tion intends to observe the 40th
Anniversary of the Class of
1959, which was the first grad
uation class. This activity is

MACON, GA - GEICO
Regional Vice President David

The recipient is Sarah Tet
lak, daughter of Gale Tetlak of

study elementary education.

Pushman has announced the
Florida winner of a GEICO

Lakeland. Tetlak will be
attending Florida Southern

Scholars Award provides
between $500 and $1000

Family Scholars Award.

College, where she plans to

The

slated for the Fall of 1999 and
is scheduled to be held in
Tampa. All 1959 graduates are

PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

asked to contact Joseph Harris

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ofTampa at (813) 251-7993 or
(813)621-7636.
The association is in the
process of compiling an alum

GEICO

WE

Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

ni directory listing all . alumni

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

of Gibbs. If you know the

Yogi's Hair Studio

name, address, and/or tele
phone number of any gradu

328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari.

A-Queen Beauty
' jSalon

Mabel at (727) 906-0059 or
any member Ofthe association.

C & C Hair Design
447-3090

dent Smith appointed Bessie

Center Stage Unisex Salon
>

327-5241

, 323-4840 4

ate; please get, in touch with

Family

3274074

Helen's Beauty SalOn \
327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447.4543

Wth Avenue Supermarket
E.Z. LAUNDROMAT NEXT DOOR
ATTENDANT ON DUTY-FREE SOAP DAILY!

Checks
Cashed
WIC Checks
Accepted
Here
EBT Machine

1856 -18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Tel. 813-822-6345

CHICKEN
5 lbs.
Ground
Beef
$6.99

J

5 lbs.
Pan
Sausage
$4.99

y

5 lbs.
Smoked
Neckbones
$3.99

5 lbs. Chicken Leg Quarters $3.99
and get 5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs.. Jumbo Chicken Wings $5.99
5 lbs. Turkey Wings $4.99
and get 5 lbs. FREE
4 5 lbs. Turkey Necks $4.99
and get 5 lbs. FREE

SUPER
SPECIAL #2

S

1 Slab Spare Ribs
5 lbs. Chicken Wings • 5 lbs. Drumsticks
5 lbs. Chicken Leg Quarters
5 lbs. Ground Beef • 1 Pack Hot dogs

SUPER
SPECIAL #1

$OA99

5 lbs. Chicken Legs
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks

for only

ifc wJ

FREE 5 lbs. of Charcoal

$099

for only
Homestyle Barbecue Sauce

> 10 lbs.
Chitterlings
$4.99
New Store Hours
| Monday - Saturday
8 AM - 7 PM
Sunday
8 AM •- 3:30 PM

PRICE BY THE CASE

1

> SUPER SPECIAL #4
BAR-B-Q TIME
1 Slab Ribs
3 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. Chicken Wings, 5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Leg Qudrters, 5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Drumsticks, 5 lbs. FREE
1 Pack Hot Dogs, 1 Pack FREE
1 Loaf Bread
1 Bag Ice

30 lb. Box Ribs 3-1/2 Down $39.99
40 lb. Box Chicken Leg Qtr& $11.99
40 lb. Box Chicken Drumsticks $19.99
1 Casd Georgia Sausage $17.99
10 lb. Box of Hot Dogs $8.99

3 Liter
Ritz

ra

$1.19

SUPER
SPECIAL #3
1 Slab Spare Ribs
5 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. Chicken Leg Quarters
1 Pack Hot Dogs
for only

$16"
I

FREE 5 lbs. of Charcoal

2 Liter
Coke,
Sprite,
Minute Maid
990

$37.99
FREE 2 Liter Soda & 18 Oz. Bottle Bar-B-Q
Sauce

A
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GHD Takes The Worry Of Home Ownership
by Allene Gammaee-Ahmed

future.

PETERSBURG -

According to GHD repre

Last weekend, General Home

sentatives, .clients exhibit a

Developers

another Grand Opening at two

high degree of confidence dur
ing the mortgage process once

of their completed model

they’ve found out what they

homes located at the corner of
5th Avenue South and 45th

need to do to get the ball
rolling. GHD has made a lot of

Street. GHD associates made

progress in knocking down

sure there was something there

barriers to homeownership.
“I just love the spacious

ST.

(GHD)

held

for everyone - hot dogs, chips,
cold drinks, drawings, touts of

the properties and an opportu

kitchen, where I’m going to
spend most of my time”, said'

nity to talk about owning a
home for the * first time, for

Loretta Steede”.
Theresa and Wayne Lath

many. Others were interested
in building a new home for
themselves. The Grand Open

rop relocated from Rochester,
NY to St. Petersburg and are in

ing for these model homes

included
dream
rooms
designed to satisfy a child’s
fantasy and the parents wishes
for the future comfort of the
family.
With almost all of their

completed homes sold, there
continues to be an increase in
sales and potential homeowner

room of one of the homes to
pose for a portrait in what they
feel may be their dream home.

In another photo, their sons
give them the look of approval
while snacking on refresh

ments.

one time, feared taking the

with little Darius are entering

necessary steps toward home-

the final stages and are just

GHD provides an atmos
phere where individuals feel
comfortable in asking some of
those hard fo ask questions,

through 10-year-olds which

Focused on involving the
community in its 30th birthday
celebration. St. Petersburg

tests riders’ skills and knowl

Fair and Block Party, Saturday,

stressed that rode o participants
must bring their own bicycles
arid be accompanied by an

July 31st. The event, which

adult. He explained that the

will include free back-to-

first qualified 100 to register

school sports physical and a

will receive free bicycle hel

bicycle rodeo for six through
10-year-olds, will run from

mets. “There’s also be a shin

10am to 2pm ori the hospital’s
parking grounds at 6500 38th

winners of our prize draw

ing new bike for two lucky

ings,” revealed Friedrich.

Avenue North in St Peters

Bicycle safety checks and

burg.
According to Dan Fried

maintenance clinics along with

rich, the hospital’s president

highlight St Petersburg Gener

and CEO, food, refreshments

al Hospital’s ongoing message
‘Keep Safe, Stay Healthy.’
“We encourage everyone to

included in the festivities.
Dessert, he said, will be a giant

EMS

demonstrations will

serve everyone. “There’s be

come and benefit from the
ongoing clinics, free informa
tion and abundance of useful

music, along with the enter

gjfls,’’ he added.

birthday cake.Jaige enough to

home they can actually call
their own. .

edge. It will be held on the hos
grounds. The CEO

pital

tainment,” assured. Friedrich.

Friedrich confirmed that

“We can’t have a cake without

the hospital’s 1998 Summer

happy to walk you through
and answer any of your ques

the birthday song.”
A children’s Reading Cir

large attendance. “But our

cle, Face Painting, a balloon

dietary staff demonstrated

tions. For more details call
(727) 321-8719 or stop by the

making magician, a yo-yo
‘wizard’ and keepsake photos

remarkable skills at grilling for

with an even greater feeling of

newly developed properties.
The results of last week’s
Grand Opening were pretty

with ‘Darth Vadar’ will keep

satisfaction and hope for the

impressive.

helping them overcome some
of the obstacles and working
with them through the entire

mortgage process.
The Grand Opening was

very well attended arid inquir

ers came with a smile and left

GHD invites you to stop

by and take a look at their
model homes and they’ll be

the event swinging along. But
the real stars of the Show, he
said, will be children and the
free health and safety clinics
and screenings for people of

Please Support Our
Paper By Supporting
Our A dvertisers
Come in and meet the chef &
Manager, Jack, and try our

THREE BROTHERS MARKET
MF.AT DEPARTMENT
1040 - 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

once and you will be back.
Guaranteed!!

Breakfast served till12pm
Dinners served till 6pm

Food Kitchen
Home Cooked Dinners
HoZ

Breakfast Basics

Barbecue Bash

2 lbs. Uncle John
Sausage
2 lbs. Pork Chops
2 lbs. Ham
1 lb. Bacon
1 lb. Beef Liver
1 Loaf Bread
1 Bag of Grits
1 Bag Grits
FREE Dozen Eggs &
Gallon Juice

10 lbs. Chicken Wings
10 lbs. Leg Qtrs.
10 lbs. Drumsticks
3 lbs. Ground Beef
1 Slab Ribs
2 Packs of Hot Dogs
5 lb. bag Of Charcoal
Bottle, of Barbecue

$16.79

$39.99

Southern Delight

The 20 lb. Special

5 lbs. Turkey Necks,
5 lbs. Turkey Wings
5 lbs. Fresh Neck
Bones
. 5 lbs. Pigs Feet
5 lbs. Leg Quarters
4 lbs.'Ground Beef
4 lbs. Pork Chops
(end cut)
3 lbs. Hog Maws
FREE Collard Greens

4 lbs. Turkey Necks
4 lbs. Turkey Wings
4 lbs. Fresh Neck
Bones
4 lbs. Pigs Feet
4 lbs. Chicken Quarters
FREE Gallon Juice
or 2-Liter Soda

$29.99
3 Brothers Special
4 lbs'. Turkey Necks
4 lbs. Turkey Wings
4 lbs. Fresh Neck
Bones
4 lbs. Chicken
Quarters

$10.99

i

FREE 6-Pack Old
Milwaukee

$11.99

fire up again for our birthday
bash,” he assured.

More information on tiie
July 31st event is available by
calling 727-341-4863.

.

Chicken Wings
Buy 5 lbs. for $8.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .99 lb.
Case of Wings for $28.99

Chicken Leg Quarters
Buy 5 lbs. for $3.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .69 lb.
Case of Leg Quarters for $10.99
Chicken Drumsticks
Buy 5 lbs. for $6.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .89 lb.
Case of Drumsticks for $18.99

Fresh Neck Bones
Buy 5 lbs. for $4.79
Get 5 lbs. miore free or .79 lb.
Smoked Neck Bones
Buy 5 lbs. for $4.49
or .99 lb.

Uncle John Sausage
1 lb. for $2.59
5 lbs. for $10.79
1 case for $18.99

Rib Tips
Buy 5 lbs. for $3.9.9
5 lbs. more for $6.99
Ground Beef Chuck
$1.69 lb. or 5 lbs. for $6.79
Cube Steaks $2.99 per lb.

Beef Stew $2.59 per lb.
5 lbs. for $10.99

Smoked Bacon
Buy 5 lbs. for $8.79 or $1.99 lb.
Case of Bacon for $27,99
Center Cut
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.99 or $2.19 lb.
Pork Chops (end cut)
Buy 5 lbs. for $5.79 or $1.79 lb.
Pork Chops (centercut)
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.79 or $2.19 lb.

Turkey Necks
Buy 5 lbs. for $5.49.
Get 5 lbs. free or .69 lb.

T-Bone Steak $2.99 per lb,
1 lb. Boiled Ham
1 lb. Spiced Ham
1 lb. Bologna
1 lb. Hog Head Cheese
1 lb. American Cheese
FREE Loaf Bread
and Gallon Juice

All Lunchmeat $2.49 lb.
Except Liver Cheese $2.99 lb.

Turkey Wings
Buy 5 lbs. for $5.49.
Get 5 lbs. free or .69 lb.

Ox Tails
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.79 or $2.49 lb.

Turkey Breast
$3.99 per lb.

(ZJlxx££ HBx itl £XS

i!!

axHid

ao£ the xiyfit ri£at pLan fox you.!

r

(DUX Cui.tom.ZX 5.

We Deliver Over $25

Open 6 days 6:30am-8pm
Sunday 6:30am-7pm

a

Sandwich Plan

$10.99

crowds, and they’re ready to

ax£ rrl

(727) 822-7028

Stamps & Money Orders

Health Fair enjoyed a very

SCHOOL IS OUT
DRIVE WITH CARE

good Southern home cooking

4

a certification course for six

are on the Events Agenda.

and entertainment will be

steps away from having a

ownership.

every age.
Friedrich explained that
the children’s Bicycle Rodeo is

screenings and entertainment

General Hospital, will be the
site for a community Health

A family sits in the Irving

Latara and Darius Wilson

PETERSBURG -

Bicycle rodeo, free back-toschool physicals, health

tions.

applicants, who may have at

St. Pete General
Hospital Celebrates
30th Birthday
ST.

the market of having their
home built to their specifica

11

We meet or beat any advertised
prices in Meat Department!

Southside Star
5 lbs. Neck Bones
3 lbs. Ground Beef
3 lbs. Pork Chops (end cut)
5 lbs. Leg Quarters
5 lbs. Pigs Feet
5 lbs. Sliced Bacon
3 lbs. Turkey Necks
FREE Juice and Eggs
$29.99

St. Pete Star
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Legs
5 lbs. Turkey Wings
4 lbs. Smoked Bacon
' 3 lbs. Pigs Feet
3 lbs-; Turkey Necks
3 lbs. Neck Bones
FREE Juice and Loaf Bread
$25.99

Hungry Brothers Plan
5 lbs. Pork Chops (End cut)
5 lbs. Fresh Neck Bones
5 lbs. Turkey Necks
5 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. Chicken Legs
5 lbs. Sausage
5 lbs. Hog Maws
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
3 lbs. Sliced Bacon
3 lbs. Fresh Pig Tails
3 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
2 lbs'. Country Sliced Ham
2 lbs. Smoked Turkey Wings
2 lbs. Stew Beef
1 Slab Ribs
FREE 6-Pack Old
Milwaukee, Spaghetti,
Gallon Juice, Eggs
$79.99

St. Pete Superman
1 Case Uncle John Sausage
1 Case Chicken Leg Qrts.
10 lbs. Baby Ribs
5 lbs. Chickeff Drumsticks
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Livers
5 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. T-Bone Steak
5 lbs. Ox Tails
5 lbs. Fresh Turkey Wings
5 lbs. Stew Beef
5 lbs. Bacon
5 lbs. Rib Eye Steak
5 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
5 lbs. Pork Chops (ctr. cut)
FREE Bag Collard
Greens, Gal. Juice, Doz.
Eggs, Case 16 oz. Colt 45
$159.99

3 Brothers Favorite
10 lbs. Chitterlings
5 lbs. Pork Chops (center cut)
5 lbs. Chicken Quarters
5 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
5 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. Cube Steaks
5 lbs. Turkey Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Gizzards
5 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
4 lbs. T-Bone Steaks
4 lbs. Rib lips
FREE 1 Case 16 oz. Colt 45
$79.99

South Side Meat Lover
10 lbs. Turkey Necks
10 lbs. Turkey Wings
10 lbs. Chicken Wings
10 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
10 lbs. Leg Quarters
10 lbs. Hog Maws
5 lbs. each Ground Beef, Beef
Ribs, Pork Chops, Bacon
5 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
FREE 1 Bag Collard Greens,
Gallon Juice,
1 Case 16 oz. Colt 45
$89.99
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Church News
Travelers’ Rest Emmanuel
Moore’s Chapel Bethel
Christian
Metropolitan Missionary
AME Church
Baptist Church Fellowship
aged to attend. For transporta

Rev. Quintin Parker and

Moore’s Chapel Church fami

tion, please contact the Trans

ly welcome you to their ser

portation Ministry.

Board has scheduled an infor
mational meeting for all Min

Rev. Donald Browne and

Circle will meet at 12pm. All

istry and Auxili ary heads, Sun
day, August 1st, at 5pm. It is of

the entire Travelers’ Rest
Church family invite you to

Circle members are encour

Everyone is welcome to
worship with us at 1948 49th

the utmost importance that

come worship with us this

aged to please attend this Sat
urday, July 31st ,

St So. Sunday School begins
at 9:30am. Morning Worship

these leaders be in attendance.
The meeting will last from 45

Sunday, August 1st At Travel
ers’ Rest, Christ is the center of

Weekly Activities:

11:15am. Evening Worship

July 29th, Midday Bible

6pm. Communion will be

minutes to one hour.
The Youth Ministry

attraction, and the Word of

Study, 11am; Mass Choir

served at the Morning Service.

God is preached.
Our Sunday School is at

rehearsal, 7pm.

9:30am, followed by Morning

ing, 10am; Verlie Ford/Bessie

Thursday, July 29th, 7pm,
an Appreciation Hour for Emca Evans. Everyone is wel

Evans family as they minister

Worship Service beginning at

to their family members at the

vice at 7pm are designed for
the spiritual enrichment of the

to keep checking the calendar
for this upcoming event day.

render Ministry of Music, and

Music Michael Melvin and

Sunday.
Inspirational Choir rehear

Moore Circle, 12 noon.
August
1st,
Sunday
School, 9:30am; Morning

come to attend.

Study (NBC) and Prayer Ser

Retreat, Christ Alive Expose’.
Parents and students are asked

Musician Princess Edwards.

sal, Thursdays before the 1st

entire family. The August
study will focus on ‘Faith’.

August Calendar:
August 1st, Ministry/Aux-

Minister James Macon is facil

iliaiy meeting.
August 8th, Victory Sun

vices this 1st Sunday in August
the 1st, during both 8am and

11am services. Holy Commu
the Pastor, assisted by the

Associate Pastors and the
Stewardesses. The sermon will
be delivered by Rev. Parker
during both services. Music
will be provided by the Inspi

rational Choir, directed and
accompanied by Minister of

For

Transportation

cial Board and church family

Services / Rehearsals /

invite you to worship with us

Meetings:
Noon Day Prayer Service,

during the 8am and 11am ser
vices and Sunday School at
9:30am. The Ordinance of

Wed., 12pm.
Prayer Service / Bible

nion will be administered by

to

church, please contact the Bus

Ministry, Willie F. Bryant,
894-6067, Robert Golden,

867-0156, and Anthony Ma
con, 328-0022 by 9pm Satur
day evenings.
Church School will begin

at 9:30am with Superintendent
Mose Phillip Bell in chaige.

The lesson is entitled -Jacob’s
Flight and Vision’, Genesis
27:41, 28:10-16, Genesis

28:18-22. All officers and
church members are encour

The Ministerial Staff Offi

Study, Wed., 7pm.
Youth Choir rehearsal
(ages
5-12),
Tuesdays,
5:30pm.
Mass Choir rehearsal,
Tuesday before the 1st and 2nd

and 2nd Sunday.
Male Chorus rehearsal,

Holy Communion will be
observed during both services.

The Praise Team, Concord
Choir and #1 Usher Board will

serve.
Our

Mid-Week

Bible

Thursday before the 3rd and

itator. Transportation is avail

4th Sunday.
Steward Board meeting,

able. Call the: church office,

August 9th.
Trustee Board meeting,

August 16th.
Official Board meeting,
August 23rd.
Information

327-0554, if you have a need.
You are encouraged to

attend our Thursday Noon

Day Bible Study 12pm to
lpm. Currently, we are study
ing the Book of Revelation:

regarding

Bring writing tools and a thirst

Moore’s Chapel Century Faith

for knowledge, then grow with

Builders Program, please con
tact Amos Leonard and Issac

us each week.
The Christian Education
Department and the Official

Grant

prayss

The family that
together, stays together.
Antioch Church
Ph # 866-3842
4601.34th Street South

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church 327-8072

Choir Anniversary.
August 29th, Mission Sun

Holy Communion will be
served, and the Deaconess

Ministry will meet on Satur

9:30 a.m.

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor ' ■
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH
2/37 - 9(6S&utd
Sc. ‘Peten&deenp,
337/2
(727) X2Z-S444
Sunday School 9:30
Sunday .Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday service 7:30

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING*'
TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP

NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY
AVAILABLE EVERY SERVICE
PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
SUNDAY 9:30 AM
“Sunday School"

SUNDAY 11:00 AM
"Power Breakthrough Service"
"Children's Ministry" 6-11 yrs.
SUNDAY 7:00 PM
"A Night of Prophecy"

RADIO MINISTRY 4:30-5:00 PM
WTAN-1340 AM every Sunday evening Live
Radio also same time on the Internet:
WWW.TANTALK.COM

7:30 PM.............................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL .......THURSDAY

COME AS YOU ARE T NO DRESS CODE
"A Place of Healing and Restoration"

St. John Missionary
Church
rv Baptist
apt
1500 N. Pennsylvania
Av<
jylva
Clearwater, Florids
orida 33516

Cku

Sunday Services

Baptist Training Union .............. .............5:00 p.m.
Evening ^Cfcrskip ................................6:00 p.m.

Services

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Morning Worship........ ....... .................... . .................... . 8:00 a m.
Sunday School............ ....................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship..:.....................................
11:00a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer -9:00am
Weds.-Famiiy Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

7he Church

Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Baptist Institutional Church

1135 37th Street Sooth, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday •
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving .Onward

Sunday Morning services
Sunday School.....................................................................9:30

am

11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ................... Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service .......Wed. 7:00 pm
Morning Worship . . ........................................ ...

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Phone: 323-7518

Sunday Worship

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

.........................10:30 a.m.

Sunday School ................................... ............................ 9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ............Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ............Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00 a,Mi

Tutoring

ComE Worship With
the First Baptist Family

The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins,’M. Div., Pastor

............ .Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Parsonage: 446-6056

Sunday School ................ . ......... ...... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worskip ............................... 11:00 a.m.

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg. Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

We welcome you at all times.

ch Phone: 443-1945

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Sunday School ............... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................. 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .. .6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

7ne church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

7:00 p.m.

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

we’re praying for you.

BiLle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bille Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

night,

9:00 AM..................................... CHURCH SCHOOL.............. ............. SUNDAY
5:00 P.M. .......................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER .........TUESDAY
7:00 PM
......................'.
BIBLE STUDY ..............TUESDAY
6:00 PM................................. PRAYER SERVICES ...........TUESDAY

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Revival Hour.
Every
Friday

time.
For you we are praying,

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
1 -800-694-3532/(727) 343-5452

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

6:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m;

Family Reunion.
Encouragement goes out
to the Daniels family at this

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

11:15 a.m.

Prayer & New Comers Class

Our prayers are with the

Saturday, 6am.

Praise, 7pm; Bible Study, Pas
tor Donald Browne, 7:30pm.

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, Fll

Pastor Tony B.
Jfoungi Sr

Lord. - Romans 6:23.

11am; Wednesday, 6:30pm;

Prayer Team, 6pm.
August 4th, Prayer and

(Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

’

but the gjft of God is eternal
life through Jesus Christ our

Prayer times:
Tuesday and Thursday,

Y2K

10:45am;

10am.
The wages of sin is death,

BREAKTHROUGH MINISTRIES

day.

Evening Worship

Rev. Clyde Williams

Worship,

Saturday,

day, July 31st, to prepare for

the Lord’s Supper.
Came Hames of the
Bessie Moore Circle and Katie
Anderson of the Verlie Ford

Morning Worship

(Wednesday)

July 31st, Deaconess meet

10:30 AM......................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .......SUNDAY

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School

Anniversary.
August 22nd, Sanctuary

Usher Board #1 will perform
doorkeeping duties.

Bible Study & Prayer

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School
...........10:00 AM

(

day Kick-Off.
August 15th, Nurses Guild

10:45am. The Mass Choir will

Meeting Tuesday 7 p>m..
“The Church That’s Moving’Forward Together"

(Howard Johnson's)

Morning Worship....;...... ..
..,.11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
•—•v-.................... ...............Tuesday 7:30 PM

Department is planning the
annual ‘Back to School

7:30pm.
Brotherhood:
Every 2nd

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

'v

(Adult and Youth)

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city,f)
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Church News
Immaculate
Heart Of Mary
Roman Catholic
Chapel---------------

Breakthrough Ministries

The Board of Directors of

July 29th and 30th at
7:30pm nightly, a dynamic

Sunday
morning
at
9:30am, don’t miss Sunday

move of God with Apostle
ED. Uoyd of Wilmington,

School with Deacon/Minister

AM with Pastor Glenn minis
tering in the gifts of the spirit

Nathaniel Hearns, Jr., whom

and word of knowledge on the

DE He’s an anointed preach
ing machine! He ministers in

4:30-5:30pm to WTAN-1340

the Holy Ghost flows through

air. Call someone and tell them

strongly. Don’t miss it from
9:30am to 10:20am.

to tune in also.
Sunday night at 7:30pm
will be a special ‘Night of

accomplished singer with a
large variety of styles (tradi

11am Power Break
through Service with Pastor
Glenn Miller. Come and expe

tional, contemporary, worship,

rience powerful preaching,

from God or just encourage

the gilts of the spirit and word
of knowledge. He’s also an

Prophesy’ with Pastor Glenn

Miller. If you need a word

Jamaican, quartet, etc.). If you

singing and prophesying! No

ment, get to this service.

need a miracle, don’t miss

dress code-come as you are.
Tune in Sunday evening from

August 4th, 5th and 6th at
7:30pm
nightly,
Pastor/

these ‘two days of refreshing’.

Mr. Hunter’s human rights
reports from Saudi Arabia in
1993 and 1994 inspired sec
tion 107 of the International

serve for an indeterminate

Religious

term.
Mr. Hunter is a retired US
Army Officer who served five

passed October 27,1998. Sec

You have

given so much;
give one thing

more - a
grateful heart.

Act,

tion 107 deals with the right of

Americans of any religion to
have access to conduct wor

ment. As a diplomat Mr.

dr diplomatic post on tiie same

Hunter served in Canada and

basis as any other activity.

Saudi Arabia. As a civilian

official he served in the White

The Immaculate Heart of
Mary, Roman Catholic Chapel

Prophetess Linda Lathers of House under two presidents,
Jacksonville, FL, will be min and tours as an advisor or poli

the Bay Area. The Chapel

istering under the direction and

cy-maker in several govern

sponsors the Catholic Mass in

power of the Holy Ghost.
Singing, dancing, shouting,

ment agencies: the President’s

accordance with the ancient

Council

Management

liturgy known as the ‘Triden

praising and worshipping the

Improvement, Interior Depart

Lord are just a few things to
expect in these services.
See you at 1940 49th
Street South, St. Petersburg.

ment, Energy Department,

Supreme Court, etc. Hunter is

tine Rite’, in Latin. This is the
Mass, familiar to many, which
was celebrated generally in the
Roman Catholic Church prior

also a Knight in the Order of

to the Second Vatican Council

Phone/Fax (727) 343-5452 or
voicemail 1-800-694-3532.

St. John of Jerusalem, the

(1962-1964).

on

Commerce Department, US

ship services at a US consulate

Perhaps the best reason
for having calendars is
that the cycle itself
offers hope.
- Loudon Wainwright

“So teach us to number
our days, that we may
I
apply our hearts unto
wisdom.”
- Psalm 90:12

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

St. Petersburg, FL 33712?

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School..................................................10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship...................... :......,............ 11:30 a.m.
YPWW.............. .................................................... 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship............................. ........ 7:30 p.m.

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
9:30 a.m

Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study...........7:30 p.m.
1 st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

Bible Class

7 30 p m

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

SuncLy School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

The Church Where Christ is The HEAD

--- --------

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8:00 a.m,
Sunday School.. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ..
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. 1.1:00 a.m.

I
1

/

\«!

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

August 8th during the Morn
ing Worship Service.

Pastor

Steward’s Day will be

Dawkins and the Ministerial
Staff. Coihe and be fed the

observed August 15th during
the Morning Service.

administered

by

spoken Word
Dawkins.

by

Pastor

Weekly Calendar:

Monday, Official Board,
7pm.

You can tune in each Sun
day at 10:40am on WIMP
1150 AM Radio for the radio
Out Reach Service.

Tuesday, New Members,
6:15pm; Bible Study, 7pm.

Wednesday,
Bible Study.

Members of the Board of
Christian Education and dele

Noonday

Thursday, Youth Church,
6pm.

gates will be leaving for Day

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SU/VDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor

-

Home Phone: 345-3121

•-

Sunday Worship

Sunday School...........10:00 am
Morning Worship .......11:30 am

Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Worship ..........6:00 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service..... ............. 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ..................................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.......................................................6:30 pm

Sunday School................. ............................... 9:30 a.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)..... .7:00 p.m:

10th Street Chureh Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South •"St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Faith Temple Life-Changing Ministries
Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

TSew ’Philadelphia Community Church)

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

Z6e Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733 ,

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Sunday School................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship.................................. 11:0.0 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study . .....................................
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9 00 AM..................................... v............. .................... Prayer Tune
9:30 am;.................... .................................. .
Sunday School
11:00 AM............. . . . . .............<.......... Worship
12:30 PM..................................................... After Service Fellowship;
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

Morning Worship Service.
Holy Communion will be

s

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

Lay Day will be observed

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

“Where.strangers meet.with friends and sinners find their God.”

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

CHURCH SERVICES

b 30 pm

Rehearsal

B.T.U........................5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m
Tuesday Evening

John A. Evans,. Sr.

Wednesday Youth

Morning Worship....11 :OO a.m.

School at 9am, followed by the

is a project of lay Catholics of

(813) 906-8300

Church School

tona Beach for the Christian
Education Congress.

327-0997

Amen.

The Holy Ghost Chureh of God
Purchased With His Blood

Join the Bethel family this
first Sunday for Church

‘Knights of Malta’.

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully
illuminating your path in a way no other light
can. It enables you to overcome obstacles, to
endure hardships and to persevere until you
reach your goal. Would you like to walk by
faith? God is eager to grant His priceless gift
to you, ifyou will only ask for it.

Dear Father,

Freedom

years as a United States diplo
mat in the US State Depart

Linda Lathers

E.D. Floyd

the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Chapel, Palmetto, FL have
elected Timothy N. Hunter to

Bethel AME
Church

950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg', Florida 33711
(727) 821-5577 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields
Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday
"We are the light of the world, that will not be hid."

Wisdom School9:50 AM"Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

IDeacon Ministry...................... .......................................................... Deacon Edward Nesbittl
IFmance Ministry............................................. James Robinsonl
IChildren & Youth Ministry.................... ..•••.............................................Joyce Robinsonl
j Cleric Ministry........................................................................................ Wyvounia McGee |

820 20th Street South

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

“A Church Whb Passion For God and Compassion For People’

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
Sunday Morning Bible Class................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... 40:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship’.............
.5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . ...7:00 p.m.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of .Contemporary
„

«

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

schedule of services
Church School. . . ........... . . . . .

.9:30 a.m.

Baptist Training Union ................5 p.m.

Wednesday Bibla Study: 7:30 P.M.

’ Probie.ns

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .11 a.m.

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 8th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Bro. Robert Smith

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

-

Evening Mfcrship*...... . . . . ............ 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Meeting
Thursday ...... ............, .......7 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Non-Sexist Participation* Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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Church News
Mt. Zion
Progressive Baptist

New Philadelphia Friendship MB
Community
Church---------giving to God for the atoning
substitutionary death of Christ
will be emphasized. Gratitude

unity with other believers.

to God will be expressed for

Theological exploration of

week. The Deacon’s Ministry
will lead n devotion-Prayer

guidance as church family

how God uses the crucible of

and Praise Service. The Senior

moves forward according to
His will and purpose. An atti
tude of sincere thanks to God

affliction to nurture unity of

Choir will render songs of

spirit individually and collec

praise. The #1 Usher will

tively will be accentuated. This

for again having blessed the
church in a mighty way is

promptly at 11am. Members

offered prayerfully by entire

are expected to be prompt in

membership. Congregation is
encouraged to be present in

obedience to Mid-Morning
Worship Service.

service

will

commence

attendance.
A prayer ‘task force’ is

being formed for purpose of
prayerfully supporting Christ

The Mt. Zion Progressive

ing applications/registration

Pastor’s communion proc

Missionary Baptist Church,

for tiie 1999-2000 school year

lamation will also focus com-

coming church year. Members

under the pastorship of Rev.

for grades K-8th. If you are

Louis M. Murphy, Sr., con

interested in your child learn
ing in a safe Christian environ
ment where education is
taught from a Biblical base
with the love of Christ, please
call and make an appointment
to meet Elder Rainey and his
staff at 727-8944311, ext. 219

memoratively on recent events
involving tragic departure of
John E Kennedy, Jr., and Bes
sette sisters. A Christian’s

of this ministry will meet with
Pastor on Wednesday at
6:30pm. Membership and
Evangelism Ministry will also

gratulates and welcomes Elder
Martin Rainey as Headmaster

of the Mt. Zion Christian
Academy School.
Elder Rainey is tiie former
pastor of Bealsville Church of
God in Plant City and a retired
Elementary Science Supervi
sor of Pinellas County
Schools. A product of Gibbs
High School in the days of

make all inquiries at the above

and educational experiences

given telephone number and

necessary to educate and

address.

congratulates and welcomes

cracks of our public school

Elder Martin Rainey and his
the Mt. Zion Christian Acade
my School!

'Nt

All Nations Church of God By Faith.
3000 - 4th Avenue S.«St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 ♦ 327-2656
.Sunday School........... ,.«.......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .'..............11 a.m.
Night-Worship ........................7p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ................. .8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............. .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service ................... .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ............................. 11 a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

First. Mt. Zion

Missionary Baptist Chjirch
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m...........Morning Service
9:45 a.m............ .Sunday School
11:00 a.m.........Worship Service
5:00 p.m........................ .......B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

A

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

.

CENTER

o
W
S
H

/
P

Phone

(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

the Minister of Music and
Praise Team.
BTU is held at 4:30pm.

win hy a complicated process based on receiv

ing a majority of the votes. This means that

Weekly Events:

there are also ihose of us who would have

Thursday,
7-8:45pm,
Prayer/Praise Service and

preferred another candidate or slate of offi
cers,

Enrichment Hour.

with not only disappointment hut also great

Tuesday, August

apprehension about the fate of our country.

2nd,

6:30pm; Youth Ushers Min

Nonetheless, when the majority speah, the

istry meeting.

remainder must accept the verdict with good
grace; arid we must all pray at our House of

Wednesday, August 3rd,.

Worship for the Lord to guide the chosen

Noon Day bible Study.
Also, 12-2pm, Bread of

eaders in the right direction. Also, we should

Life Ministry serving lunch.

et them know of our concerns and recom

mendations. If we all do this, it might enable

them to do a better job; and prove our fears

about the future to be completely unfounded.

speaker for Thursday, August

5th services along with singing
by Shiloh Missionary Baptist

Church Sanctuary Choir.

Tuesday, August 3rd through
Friday, August 6th, starting at
7:30pm.

and who received the news of this defeat

Bible Study; 7:45pm, Youth

staff and church family invite

Rev. Tim Williams of
Union Missionary Baptist
Church and Travelers Rest

Peterman will open services as

Youth Choir will speak and
sing on Friday; August 6th.
The finale for tiie revival

City Councilman Frank
a motivational speaker on

will be a youth picnic at tiie

Tuesday, August 3rd. Rev.

Lake Vista Community Rec.

Robert Ward of Mt, Moriah
Missionary Baptist Church,

Center beginning at lpm.
We invite all to come and

along with their Youth Choir;
will render services on

worship and praise the Lord
during this glorious event.

Wednesday, August 4th.
Rev. Troy Adams of St.

For more information, call
the Youth Minister Rev. Eddie

Johns Missionary Baptist
Church, Clearwater, will be the

Allen at (727) 896-4743. God
Bless;

How wonderful are the works of
the

Lord,

birth. ..The

child's

enduring

look

of

of

all

are

Spirit

and

every

one of us.
How often do
think of thanking God for
that He has given you?

*

of

beauty

that

each

a

on

awe

love...these

created

cre

The miracle of

fade...the

revelations

which

His

especially

mankind.

ation,

'

*•

Faith is a gift bestowed by the
Lord, joyfully illuminating
your path in a way no other
light can. It enables you to
overcome obstacles, to endure
hardships and to persevere until you reach
your goal. Would you like to walk by faith?
God Is eager to grant His priceless gift io
you, ifyou will only ask for it.

The Youth Department

revival entitled ‘Back To
School with Jesus’ beginning

stressed throiieh sermonic ut

One of the principal differences
between a free society and a totalitarian one
is that we elect our governing officials, who

First Mt. Zion
MB Church

Pastor if unable to attend.

family as the Headmaster of

system and landing in the
Juvenile Detention Centers.
The school is now accept

Church School is held at
9:30am. A. second service is
held at 10:45am, opening with

meet at this time. Please call

Again, the Mt. Zion family

who are falling through the

serve, and Pastor Evans will

preach tiie Divine Word of
God.

sity with dignity will be

and a love for children. Please

encourage many of our youth

you to come worship with us
this Sunday and the upcoming

propensity for handling adver

positions with early childhood

Elder Rainey brings the life

Baptist Church family invite

you to our first annual youth

interviewing for two teacher
experience, strong math skills

* -

ian education ministry for

or 220,955 20th St S.
The school will also be

segregation and a graduate of
Bethune-Cookman College,

Pastor John A Evans, Sr.,
and the Friendship Missionary

terance. The sense of unity
with Kennedy/Bessette fami
lies which nation expressed,will be further exam
ined in light of a believer’s

Holy Communion will be
observed on Sunday at New
Philadelphia. Special thanks

WISH THEM WELL; THEY’LL NEED
OUR HELP AND PRAYERS

you
all

J?

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

Episcopal Church

4601 - 34th Street SouthSt. Petersburg, FL

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

Sunday School; .9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

a.m.
Bible Study; Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.

Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m,
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.
(2nd Saturday Monthly)
Tape Ministry - All Services

"A Church Called To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Bethel Community

Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722
#
i

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

"To God Be The Glory’

.-..J

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School .......
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ................................1.11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union................................................5:00 p m
Bible Study/Prayer Service ..............Thursday 7:30 p m
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ....................„..6:00 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where evetyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,

Pleaiant (jturoe MiManaiuf Haaiid Qluvick
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship,..........;.........
7.qo a m
Sunday School....................................... a/m'
Morning Worship....................................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4-30 d m
Communion.................................,......7;qo a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............................... .............. ..,..................7:3o p.m<

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Services
Sunday School............. ..8:45 a.m,
Worship Service ..... ..........10 a.m.
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody

Bible Study.......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersbur
Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study ,
1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School

.........9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship ...... 11 ;oo a.m.
The church where everyone Is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives
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RBI League Regional Tournament
■

. ......

.
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FAMU Alumni Takes
Look At

Osteoporosis In
Minorities------------ORLANDO-In collabo
ration with the First Annual
Convention of the Florida
A&M University (FAMU)
National Alumni Association,
July 30th-August 1st in Orlan

St. Petersburg RBI Jr. Team

Bradenton RBI Jr. Team

Healthcare Inc., and a recep
tion will immediately follow.

Alumni Council will host a
free community-wide health

pharmacy

ketball and on television and

constructive activities.

cost of baseball equipment

Tampa and Miami fielded
two teams. Both the Juniors

League Worid Series.
The RBI League also gives

More than 500 teenagers
will gather in Orlando August

the participants an opportunity

(ages 13-15) and the Seniors

to travel to different cities and

11th to 16th to compete in the
RBI League’s Worid Series..

needed structure to inner-city (16-18) teams meet in the title
youths, offers an introduction games. Miami won both
to baseball at an early age and games and will represent the
allows the youth to experience State of Florida at the RBI

develops corporation among

Thomas C. Brasuell is the

the players. These experiences
mold young minds in a posi
tive manner.

National Program Manager of

The RBI League serves
several purposes. It brings

reviving msemu »aaa aim

REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
by Norman E, Jones, Jr.

MELBOURNE, FL-Last

year this weekend, I was in
Cooperstown, NY. I was cov

Several teams in two divisions

represented
Miami,
Gainesville, Tampa, St Peters-

burg and Bradenton. The win

ering Larry Doby and Joe

ners will represent the State in

Rogan’s induction into the

the RBI World Series at the

Baseball Hall of Fame. This

Disney World Baseball Com

year, I was in Melbourne, FL,

plex in Orlando next monlh.

covering Major League Base

ball’s RBI League.

What a difference a year
made!

The RBI League is base
ball’s oiganized effort to bring
an interest in baseball back to
the inner cities of America.
RBI (Revising Baseball in the
Inter-cities) was formed eleven
years ago in Los Angeles.

pital, St. Petersburg; Dr. Wil G.
Harris, OB/GYN, private

be held Friday, July 30th,

practice, Tampa; and Dr. John

2:30pm-4:30pm, at the Orlan
do Radisson Twin Towers.
Sessions will focus on preven

Scrivens, division director,

menopausal and steroidinduced osteoporosis, and

that osteoporosis was not a sig

drug therapy and treatment

but current research show that
it is,” Scrivens said.

Last weekend, the Florida
Marlins hosted the Florida
Regional Championships at

vacant lot was used to play the
sport back then. The sport
began to lose its romance for
young blacks to football, then
basketball in the 60s. Many
sports experts contribute base
ball’s decline on the slow pace

Gymmasters

AFRICAN FESTIVAL MARKET
Every Sat. & Sun, 9am-supdovvn
Campbell Parle « . >
16th St. & 7th Ave. S.,St. Pete
nteeis Wanted

CORNERSTONE CONSTRUCTION

SPECIALTIES, INC.

Estimating • Drafting • Management
Engineering & Architectural Referrals Available
P.O.,Box 530133

Phone: 727-323-5041

W© Wall Fall Ows®lf As Oa©»

PAR WAGES
PROJECT

-

AFRICAN

MARKET

USA: The American Way!

ITS TO HOT

(727) 462-9015

1-800-605-4442

ONCE A YEAR PEST
CONTROL SERVICE - $189.95

FREE TERMITE INSPECTION

TO COOK!!!

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKfT & RESTAURANT

Earnell Samuel - Owner/Operator

St. Petersburg, FL 33747-0133

" FAST & RELIABLE "

W© Wall Ovsisoms Tog©tb©i
As A

USA TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL INC.

Licensed & Insured

light on the issue.”

FESTIVAL

727-821-2437

of the game, the exposure pro
fessional football and pro bas

“This program is one of
FAMU’s efforts to shed new

For more information
Contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438

July 31 & August I Starting at 2pm daily

their Spring training facilities.
Sherrlyn Henry
Supervisor

of Oakland. CA

In an attempt to educate
the. public about osteoporosis,
FAMU is targeting African

nificant problem in minorities,

3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

Featuring teams with National and Regional

and

FAMU College of Pharmacy,

Tampa Campus.
“Original conception was

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

Exhibition

sports in America from the

school yard and neighborhood

Gwen

Operation PAR, Inc. in conjunction with
the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES provides
substances abuse and mental health ser
vices to WAGES participants and their
families. These services are available at
no cost to the participant. Services are
free.

Weightlifting & Body Building
CHAMPIONS from Uhuru's Black Gym

alumni

Washington, director of phar
macy, Palms of Pasadena Hos

by Major League Baseball.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

Baseball was the king of
turn of last century until the
•1960s. Nearly every park,

RBI. The program is funded

Speakers include FAMU

seminar on osteoporosis in
minorities.
‘Osteoporosis: A Concern
for Special Populations’ will

advice.

Tampa RBI Sr. Team

fessionals tl l at treaty these populations. Tire seminar is spon
sored by Procter & Gamble

do, the FAMU Pharmacy

tion and management of post

Tampa RBI Jr. Team

Americans and other minority

women, as well as health pro

1

t

Fwd The
Family !!

TAILGATER

400 - 49th St South
St, Petersburg, FL
327-9309
329-9309
FISH, POPCORN SHRIMP
Mon.-Sat, 11 AM to 9 PM
FAMILY FIXIN'S
Sunday,.. Goiu Rshin'
.WHERE THE LOCALS BUY... FOR OVER21 YEARS
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Kappa Alpha Psi Annual Scholarship
Body Building & Weight
Golf Tournament
Lifting Exhibition
ST. PETERSBURG-The
St Petersburg Alumni Chapter

of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
held its ‘4th Annual Scholar

is the Fitness Trainer at
Uhuru’s Black Gym in St. Pete

ship Golf Tournament’. The

and the owner of Gymmasters
in Oakland, CA Other

exciting event was held at the

magnificent Mangrove Bay

exhibitors include those hold
ing the titles of Mr. Oakland
1998, Mr. San Francisco 1998

The gathering of golf enthusi

and Mr. Western America

asts from here and across the

1999, and special guest, Omaii

‘Sunshine State’ were blessed

Yeshitela.
Also featured at the exhibi

with a beautiful day from tee to

Golf Course in St. Petersburg,

finish.
On behalf of the young
people who will receive the

tion is Debbie Upshaw, Miss
California 1999, who is a Fit

scholarships, Kappa wishes to

ness Trainer at Gymmasters.
Ms. Upshaw will also be con

thank the many sponsors, con
tributors and participants of
this event. A special thanks
goes out to the women golfers
who showed their support in
greater numbers this year.
To all golfers, don’t miss
out on the Kappa Alpha Psi

ducting a Women’s Health and
Fitness Seminar on Saturday,
July 31st, from 10am-lpm at
the Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Ave. S., St Petersburg.
Women are invited to learn

about nutrition and wellness,
getting their weight under con
trol and exercise programs to

‘ Y2K’ tournament next year.

Become A

fit all lifestyles.
Uhuru’s Black Gym of
Our Own will be signing up

Winner.

Don’t Lose On

Drugs!!

new members tot he gym,
located at 1245 18th Ave. S.,
St Pete, which offers a safe

and comfortable atmosphere

for meh and women of all ages

and all levels of training. The
gym

also allows African

Americans to take control of
their health through individual
ly designed workout programs
and valuable nutritional and
health consultation, which can

edged. Funds raised will go
toward Scholarship Fund for
Alpha Institute, Inc., a non
profit 501(cX3) corporation
mentoring program for disad

cholesterol, control diabetes

CLEARWATER - Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., will ,
sponsor their Fourth Annual
Scholarship Golf Classic, to be
held at Lansbrook Golf Gub,
4605 Village Center Drive, on
Saturday, August 28,1999.

and improve diet and lifestyle.

Shotgun start (4 man

There’s food, music and
shopping at the African Festi

teams from Gymmasters of

Body Building and Weight
Lifting Exhibition will take

Oakland, CA, arid Uhuru’s

place Saturday, July 31st, and
Sunday, August 1st, at 2pm at

Petersburg.

the African Festival Market in
Campbell Park, 16th St and
7th Ave. S., just a few blocks
south of Tropicana Reid in St.

Petersburg.
The exhibition will feature

Black Gym of Our Own in St

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

ing self esteem, leadership

Atlanta,

and Pinellas County Juvenile

skills, value clarification, acad

Orleans, LA to tour business

scramble) at 8am. There is an
entry fee which includes green

Welfare Board. Corporate,

emic skills and career objec

es and corporations as well as

gold, jewel and individual

tives. They are also counseled,

institutions of higher learning

val Market every Saturday and

fee, cart, awards lunch and

sponsors are encouraged to

that provide information to foe

Sunday, 9am to sundown with

range balls.
'
Special events include
closest to the pin, longest drive,
putting contest, door prizes,

join us for this event

on foe consequences of teen
pregnancy arid foe responsibil

leadership training program
where teenage males in the

ities of fatherhood as well as
dangers of substance abuse.
These activities were car

prizes or trophies to first, sec
ond and third place teams.
All donations acknowl-

upper Pinellas County area

ried out during 3 hour presen

learn to work together and are
counseled by professional men

tations in 12 Saturday morning

unique African arts and crafts,

fresh fruit and vegetables, barbeque and homemade ice

You won’t want to miss
this display of the finest bodies

dren’s activities. Support eco

and powerlifting champions
ever to hit the Tampa Bay area!

African community.

Adoph Jones, 1998 National
Powerlifting Champion, who

nomic development in the
Vendors and volunteers
needed. Call 727-821-2437 for
more information.

August Snook Fishing
Seminar
TAMPA - Rodbenders,
Inc., of Tampa, Sportfishing

Hewes, G. Loomis, Rodben

Snacks will be provided

ders, D.O.A Lures, Shimano,

with a Happy Hour on beer

Charter Service ‘Your Guides

Etc.
The event will take place

and wells.

Wednesday, August 11th, at

Rodbendeis at 223-7754.

ing Seminar.
This Seminar features
Capt. Don Mason, one of the
premier Snook Guides in

6:30pm at Newks Cafe, across
from the Ice Palace, 514 Chan-

For more information, call

The event is free-children
and families welcome!

nelside Drive.

GA,

young men

and

New

about career

opportunities and college.
Many of these young men are

attending colleges that they
visited during foe trip or have
plans to attend. This year foe

Dave Winfield and Willie

accompanying irons that he

Gault, who played 11 sea

tournament as part of its First
National Alumni Convention
on Friday, July 30,1999. The

leaguerwho finished his career
with the -Geveland Indians,
has given up the ‘big pine

puts to good work on foe links.
In addition to his distin
guished career as an athlete,

sons in foe National Football

will sponsor a celebrity golf

Gault,
Winfield, a former major

tournament will be held at the

stick’ that delivered 465 career
homeruns and over 3,100 hits,

International Golf Gub, 6351
International Golf Gub Road,

Orlando.
The public is invited to
sign up and participate in the
four-player scramble and play
alongside sports personalities

Tampa Bay. Capt. Don is a

• "Free Full Service Cor Wash with Oil Change"

pro-staff guide for Yamaha,

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

(CARWASH)

The Alpha Institute is a

program has been trips to

young men traveled to Atlanta,
GA.
The
Alpha
institute

receives financial support from
foe Pinellas County Juvenile
Welfare Board through several
grants. However, those funds
are limited to operational activ
ities for foe program and are

not available for scholarships.
With your support, Alpha Phi
Alpha will continue to provide

scholarships to Qearwater
youth that are attending col
leges and universities.
Your anticipated support is

greatly appreciated.

FAMU Alumni Invites Public To ’Tee
It Up’ At Golf Tourney------- -------ORLANDO - Florida
A&M University (FAMU)

to Expert Fishing’, is sponsor
ing their August Snook Fish

sessions held at St. Petersburg
Junior College, Qearwater
branch. The young men are
provided lunch after each ses
sion. A major highlight of foe

vantaged youth sponsored by

cream and family and chil

This exhibition features

to develop an understanding of
the skills necessary to lead pro
ductive and successful lives
within foe family, school and

community. The young men
receive assistance in develop

help lower blood pressure and

ST. PETERSBURG - A

Alpha Phi Alpha 4th Annual
Scholarship Golf Classic-----

for a different ‘wood’ and

Winfield has gained acclaim as
a philanthropist, best-selling
author, accomplished busi
nessman and motivational

speaker.

League as a wide receiver for

The tournament will begin
at 8:30am with a shotgun start.

Chicago Bears and the Los

The entry fee includes greens
fee, lunch, prizes, trophies and
a gift bag.

Angeles Raiders, shared Win
field’s enthusiasm when

Aubrey Perry at 407-654-

the

Superbowl

Champion

announcing his participation in
this event

For

information,

call

0256.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUIKLUBE)
v--------------- XV*

11

■

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900

DETAILING
CENTER
SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

FULL
"FRESH i
THE
SERVICE
WORKS!' 'N SHINE"
CAR WASH
SAVE
$1°°
SAVE $3“ SAVE $2“ i SAVE 52°°
FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

30 pt. Oil Change &

Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

PLUS “Free Full Service

Car Wash, IM.TRA SHWi: I

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |
Under Chassis Spray &

,

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

■

Armorall Tires, &

,

Air Freshener

FULL SERVICE

Soft Cloth Car

CAR WASH

Wash, Vacuum

Inferior. Windows
Polish Wax, III. I RA

SHIKI- Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

-

Cleaned, Dash

Dusted, Exterior Towel

Dried & Detailed

Car Wash"

524.99
Plus Tax • (R©9- $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/6/99

M3.oo:
Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
1J
Coupon EXPIRES 8/6/99

510.50

*8.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/6/99

Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)

At all 7-ll'Sr ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH’N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

Coupon EXPIRES 8/6/99

---1
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ENTERTAINMENT
'Deep Blue Sea

'Phat Cat Live' Performs At

Fred Johnson Takes

Community Arts Ensemble

FAMU National Convention

"Down The River"
TAMPA - All aboard!
Fred Johnson’s stagecoach is

sea, gaining more and more on

full and ready to take off the

Since 1991, The Center

Summer ‘99 Community Arts
Ensemble performance of

has been closely connected to
tiie community through tiie

“Papa Bouchet’ and the
River. ” Join Fred and local cast

Community Arts Ensemble.

members as they take the stage
in the Tampa Bay Performing

Arts Center’s Playhouse on
August 4-5.
“Papa Bouchet’ and the

L-R: Saffron Burrows, LL Cool J and Thomas Jane
Researchers aboard the
floating laboratory' Aquatica

have been playing God and

now, the terror of Judgment

tissue.
But to reach her goal, she
has violated ethical codes,

River” follows six young peo

methods have put a strain chi
die relationships with her fel

low Aquatica crew members,
chiefly shark expert Carter

Day has arrived.

genetically re-engineering the
DNA of the sharks. Making

Dr. Susan McAlester’s
(Saffron Burrows) experi

them smarter. Making them
faster. Turning them from dan

ments are on the verge of cre
ating medical history. Using

gerous predators intq predato
ry monsters.

researchers’ skeptical finan

mako sharks, one of nature’s
fastest and most perfect killing

But McAlester has more to

ciers are nervous and have

Dr.

machines,

McAlester

hopes to find the key to the

worry about than the deadly

specimens at the center of her
studies.

Her

questionable

Blake (Thomas Jane) and
Sherman ‘Preacher’ Dudley

(LLCoolJ).
Escalating the stakes, the

take place Thursday, August

Van Coble will be the
Caller. Jimmy and Carol Grif
fin are the Cuers.

12th, from 7:30-10pm at

‘Promenade

Squares’

at

August 7th.

St. Petersburg Chapter of the

The Social will take place

Bethune-Cookman College

at the Spotlite Qub, 153616th
St. S. from 7pm until -.

Alumni Association invites all
B-CC graduates to their Mem-

bership

Social,

Saturday,

West your college colors
(maroon and gold)!.

members. This season there
are more than 200 local chil

school and heading down to
the river. Along the way, they

dren and adults involved.
“The essence of the Com

bump into “Mosetta” the wil

munity Arts' Ensemble pro

low tree and . all of her plant
friends who eventually intro
duce them to the all-knowing

gram is to offer an educational'
and artistically enriching expe

“Papa Bouchet’.” Bouchet’
shares his wisdom and experi

rience to our community, cre

ating positive impacts on their

enhances their desire to learn.

says Johnson. The Communi

a round of key tests.

What unfolds is a cheerful
combination of drama, dance

ty Arts Ensemble productions

and music.

the experienced performer, a
chance to be part of tiie cast

Following tradition, Fred

priate group to perform at the

man who moves your feet

TALLAHASSEE - The
soulful music of Parlane Enter
tainment’s Phat Cat Live will

FAMU

since

with a downbeat is FAMU’s
own Taurus Lovely. His expe
rience in the Marching 100

be performed at the Florida
A&M University (FAMU)

many of the members are
FAMU students.
Before his voice caught the
attention of the Phat Cat, Slater

National Alumni Association

Thorpe was captivating thou

Convention in Orlando chi Fri

sands of cheering fans as

ney All-Star Collegiate Band.
With so many rattlers in

day, July 29,1999.

form at the Life Members
Reception from 6-8t30pm and

Drum Major for the worldrenowned Marching 100.
Terra Baker, known as the
‘Earth Child’ onstage, devel

at the Rattier Roundup fro 911pm.
litis showcase delivers

with the FAMU Essential The
ater. When Chyna Red is not

events and registration infor

exciting shows reminiscent .of

mystifying rap fans with her

ni Affairs Office in Tallahassee

the Motown days of old and

urban lyrics, she’s Maria

captivates audiences of all
ages.
The Phat Cat Live is an

Williams, a FAMU public

at (850) 599-3861. For hotel
reservations, call 1-800-327-

relations student Finally, tire

2110.

The Phat Gat Live will per

In its first season, the Ensem
ble embodied less than 50 cast

ence with the children, which

■

newest, most dynamic, undis
covered vocalists the world

■

the house, Phat Cat Live is
bound to strike success with

alumni and friends.
For details on the
FAMU/NAA
Convention
mation, call the FAMU Alum

ffl

1

Mil™

complete with horns, drums,
keyboards and; an electric vio

allow tiie beginner, as well as

lin!

The Phat Cat is an appro-

instruction at no cost
“Papa Bouchet’ and the

DEADLINE

invited.

fully reminds us that life is a

River” will run August 4-5 and

IS

Phone (813) 886-5981 for
more information.

learning journey, every experi

admisispn is free to the public.

4 PM

ence we encounter presents us
with more knowledge. Fred

Tickets will he available July
21 and may be picked up at

MONDAY

Johnson explains, “The river is
a metaphor for life. It is con

The Center Box Office. Call
the Education Department at

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

NEWS

222-1085 for groups of 10 or

more.

■
■
'
1 CV
JZ
1 ■'

CC atmosphere.’

Our grand business,'in life is not^to see what lies dimly at a dis
tance, but to dp what clearly lies at hand.
- Thomas Carlyle

For further information,
call 867-1664.

rent role as leader of the Dis

also enjoy the ten-piece band

A workshop will be held
from 7-7:30pm. Guests are

stantly moving towards the

helped prepare him for his cur

■
■

has yet to See. Jazz-lovers will

arid gain valuable theatrical

‘Come enjoy the socializ
ing of B-CCans in a warm B-

convention

oped her style while acting

assemblage of some of the

Johnson conveys a message in
his light-hearted script “Papa
Bouchet’and the River” play

Wildcats Summer Social
ST. PETERSBURG-The

produced by the Tampa Bay
Performing Arts Center under
the direction of Fred Johnson.

threatened to shut down the
off-shore facility on the eve of

Round & Square Dance
‘Danceland’, 845149th St. N,
Pinellas Park

“Papa Bouchet- and the
River” is the 11th production

understanding of the art of the
ater and working together,”

regeneration of human brain

PINELLAS PARK - A
Round & Square Dance will

ple through their journey to
find adventure by skipping

its path.”

by Alonda Thomas

WHERE: ELKS LODGE
WHEN: JULY 30, 1999
TIME: 9:00PM - 2:00AM
GRITS, EGGS,
BACON, SAUSAGE
AND BISCUITS

BLUES FREE
BREAKFAST:
$3.00

A

\/ \ M | h
/
\\l 11

ENJOY THE NIGmT
WITH MUSIC BY
■■It abv

R

MJ
\(| /

m

1

Htsfflbs
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>

jflu?’
presents

-

1
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WTMP’s 45th Anniversary Celebration
Tampa Convention Center
333 5. Franklin St.

Saturday
July 31,1999
8:00 PM
featuring
National Recording Artists

Dave Hollister

Ginuwine
Cha/ifcry Savage

Comedy provided by Lady "T" from Miami, FL
Local Talent featuring:

Marcus Vance, Trey 8, and C’Rena
Come celebrate 45 years ofplaying your favorite hits and keeping

you informed

. juMBKiw-aumuiwnBar .«tiBtwws,wtusiii«».nH.'OiiKSH'sminR mu iuk muuh hum
™uiS«ti»S»LJBll %‘IHM
.SSSllBBMLMHiB
IW.UW “?«!■ Ut Wffi "5S»«S
’
. ..
.
amBaMMSUMaiHB
;__
RESTRICTED

UNDER H REQUIRES •CCtSWUm*

vmAGE ROADSHOW PICTURES

mhmmmij

®

TORXEHBSos.

€!<**» WmumBw*.

A TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY
All
R<«rr»cJ

STARTS JULY 30TH AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

i

Tickets available at ail Ticket Master Outlets or order by phone.

Call Ticket Masters at (813) 287-8844

Table Seating

Reserved Tables for 10

$25.00/person

$250.00

General
Admission
$20.00/ person
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t. Pete

Final Rites
BETHUNE, JOHNNIE
GREEN, died recently. Sur
vivors include his wife, Annie
Bertha Bethune; his daughters,
Bertha Lee (Norman) Kearse;
Statie (Larry) Lee; Johnnie

DeSHAZO, CATHY, died
July 17, 1999. Survivors

include her son, Aaron John

relatives and friends. Smith

Sheryl Page, St. Petersburg;
hrs daughter, Miranda Page,
Baltimore City, MD; his son,
Darryl Page, Jr., US Army, Ft.
Rucker, AL; his parents, Bish

Terry Bethune; four brothers;
11 grandchildren; 2 step-

op Ernest Page, Jr,, and Mabel
Page, Norristown, PA; four sis

grandchildren; 1 great-step-

ters; one brother, one adopted

grandchild; and several nieces,

sister; two grandchildren; two
godchildren; several nieces,
nephews, uncles, cousins and

nephews, cousins and friends.
Creal Funeral Home, St.

Petersburg.

include his wife, Mary L.

Brantley; two daughters, Mar
ilyn (Bennie) Brundige, St
Petersburg; Jeanette (Patrick)
Johnson, California; two step
sons, Sgt Stanley L. (Nicole)
Johnson, Manhiem, Germany;

Dexter Flowers, St. Peters

burg; one brother, Foster (Dar
lene) Brantley, St Petersburg;
three aunts, Doithan, AL; a
devoted friend, Dan Hays,
Tampa; 10 grandchildren; 1
great-grandchild;
several
nephews, nieces, cousins arid
friends. Creal Funeral Home,

GRIFFIN, BESSIE M.,
died

recently,

died July 16,1999. Survivors

include

three

sons,

Eric

McMillan, Jacksonville; 9

Beulah Powell and Ruby
Turner; one brother, Qarence
Brown; two special neces,
Mary Simmons and Phyllis
Stevenson; several other
nieces, nephews, relatives and

an extended family, Frank

mother, Geneva Taylor; six

Mungeon, Jr.', Mary Captolia

stepsisters; one stepbrother;
several aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends;
a devoted friend, LeeRoy
Jones; one Godchild, Brittany

Coleman, Joyce (Pullings)

Funeral

other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.

Petersburg.

Herbert L Gamble,' Jr., Ger

Allen and Norma L. Ander
son; her brothers, Willie,
Frank, Lawrence, James W.'
and John W. Coe, arid Alphon-

Cunningham Funeral Home,

nephews, nieces, cousins arid

friends.

Young’s

Funeral

■Home, Qearwater.

Ocala.

so and Melvin Mosley. Cun
Funeral

Home,

CUNNINGHAM'S

funeral c}ioime

Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity;
Confidence and Understanding"

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES since 1953 atAffordable prices

Limousine Rental Service

nieces, nephews, cousins and
Funeral

351-0566 .... i=Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St.......... .Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ............................... Notary Public

Home, Qearwater.
TYRONE

mother Eleanor Adams; his

father, Nathaniel Johnson,
Miami; a devoted friend and
companion, Althea. Morrell;

three sons, Tyrone Christo■8

“Qnaltfy aiut Service”

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

%

b

*

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

x

Creal Funeral
I Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

Larry M. Saunders, LF.D.

State Approved Pre-Fui
Aoansement Plan
I

Burial Service • Funeral Service

732-5354

732-5353

732-5355

P.O. Box 592 ....................................................................... (352)377-6128

Gainesville, FL32602

,.......................Fax: (352) 377-5678

434 N.W. Martin Luther King

Jr.

Ave., Ocala, FL

"The SOLDIERS of SERVICE
Providing PROFESSIONAL

Dr. M.L. King St Chapel
2025 Dr M.L. King Street South
1 St Petersburg, FL 33705

Licensed Funeral
Directors

Charles S. Chestnut, III, LED., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, LED.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue..................... ,........................ (352) 372-2537

"PERFECTING
Service,
PROTECTING
Families Wishes,
and
PREARRANGING
for the FUTURE"

SERVICE

Burial, Cremation, *
Shipping, Graveside
Services, Memorials.
Notary, PreArranaements,
Floral Designs, Grief
Counseling, and Legal
Services

Cremation Service • Shipping Service
DWAYNE E. MATT, LF.D.

Serving From Itoo Convenient Locations

husband, Minister George
Cole, St Petersburg; her sons,
maine, Ray, Eric and Joseph

(NICK), SR., died July 15,

aunts; and several nieces,

children; several aunts, uncles,

devoted companion, Robert

St. Petersburg.

Brown

'nephews, cousins and friends.

CHRISTOPHER, died July 9,
1999. Survivors include his

Francis, St. Petersburg several

Rose

Flawillie Coe, Emma Jean Lue

him. in death; three brothers; a

Petersburg.

dren; 28 great-grandchildren; a

CA;

(Wilmon), Alachua, FL; Sudie

sisters, Virginia Carolyn Shaw,

brother preceded him in death,
Rev. Willie A. Ponds, Safety
Harbor, two sisters; 12 grand?

Valley, NY; and Tommie Lee,
St Petersburg 32 grandchil

nieces, nephews and cousins,

na,

NICHOLS, CHARLES

special and devoted nephew,
.Leonard Pittman; several offer

son, NH; one sister, Polly

St. Petersburg two sisters,
Johnnie Mae Sheffield, Spring

(Mary), Lacrosse, FL; James
Neal Bryant (Ann(, Miami;
one goddaughters; several
Nathaniel Bryant (Angel),
aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews,
Bronson, FL; four sisters,
cousins and friends. Summers
Ariima L O’Neal, Lacrosse,
Funeral Home, Ocala,
FL; Katherine Wilson, Pasade

grandchildren; two sisters; a

son Michael Ponds preceded

Bernard, Yarkee MiflSn, Char
lie Waters and Michael Dixon,

three brothers, Frank Bryant

brothers; seven sisters; two

Mondy (Mary), St. Petersburg;
Horace Mcindy (Hazel), Jack-

burg her sons, Anthony, Gray
(Luella), Reginald Maria),

Survivors include his son, Roy
Bryant, Jr., Daytona Beach;

Frank arid Latrina M. Coe; her

Ocala.

WALTON,

Willie B. Wynn and John H.
Wynn; three granddaughters;

ROY

tin (Edward); Sandra Yam,
Harold Yam (Gerrylette); four

YARN,
CLIFFORD
CLAY, died July 11, 1999.

-Survivors include Hazel Mar

Young’s

son, Flossie Jackson and
Melvina Yarbrough; three
brothers, James C. Synn,

BRYANT,

DEWTTT, died July 9, 1999.

COE, LOSSIE ‘MAE’,
died July 19,1999. Survivors
include her children, WiUie

Ocala.

James Luke, Safety Harbor, a

friends.

Calvin Bailey, Belleview, FL;
three sisters, Louise Wilker

Batie, Geinesville; devoted
1999. Survivors include his
friend, Linda McCoy, Daytona
wife, Betty J. Nichols; his son,
Beach;
several
nieces,
Charles Nichols, Jr.; his daugh
nephews, cousins and friends.
ter, Laura Nichols (Asa)
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Strickland; his parents, Robert
Gainesville.
arid Emma Nichols; three

Robert Luke, Safely Harbor;

great-great
grandchildren.
Creal Funeral Home, St

and

Cunningham Funeral Home,

Henry

Mack, Montgomery,. AL; a
niece, Mattie Works, St.
Petersburg 17 grandchildren;
28 great-grandchildren; 2

nieces

Williams and Bernice Lane.

include her sons,

include her daughters, Lindaa
arid Gale MiflSn, St. Peters

friends. Creal Funeral Home,

COLE, MARGIE ‘MAR
GO’ GAMBIE, died July 16,
1999. Survivors include her

sisters; four brothers; her step

died July 12,1999. Survivors

MIFHN, ROBBIE LEE
died1 July 14,1999, Survivors

Burnett; three great-grandchil
dren, Atlanta, GA; her sisters,

nephews; several friends and

ningham

nieces, nephews, cousins and
friends. Smith Funeral Home,
St Petersburg.

apd Alfonso Burnett, Jr.; one

(Mitchell), Quincy, FL; three

Johnny Sullen, Jr., Qearwater,

aunts; two great-aunts; several

grandson, Kenneth (Cheryl)

nephews; several cousins; 14
great-nieces; seven great-

several

LUCILLE,

PICKETT,

grandchild; six sisters; two

include her sons, Raymond

II, Qearwater; her mother,
Mary Alice Taylor Rohn

Moore, Qearwater, four sons,
Jason Ponds, Safely Harbor;

grandchildren; one expected

BURNETT, MAE ROSA,

ard;

Mamie Ponds, Safety Harbor;
two daughters, Kristie Ponds,
Safety Harbor; Michelle

McMillan, St Petersburg; two
daughters, Delmetra McMil
lan, St. Petersburg; Renata

died July 18, 1999. Survivors

grandchild, Anthony Jackson,

Petersburg; Bernice (Theron)

McMillan, connie,

BOOZE, EAKIHA LEE
JACKSON, died July 14,
1999. Survivors include her
sisters, Ollie Jackson Garcia

Roberts; several offer relatives

Final Rites

Cove, TX; her son, James

and Calpumia Jackson Stew

Walker, St Petersburg one sis

Petersburg.

ten aunts; five uncles; three
close friends, Calvin Qark.

Gainesville

include her daughter, Joann

Jerome Jackson (Amber); one

Survivors include his ex-wife,

St

(Milton) Matthews, Copperas

and friends. Young’s Funeral
Home, Qearwater.

dolyn Ruff (Willie) Seay, St

Home,

Final Rites

Mimi Lee Johnson, Miami;

Survivors include two sons,
Anthony Jackson (Lisa);

friends, Creal Funeral Home, Adams: Young’s
St Petersburg.
Home, Qearwater.

include her daughters, Gwen

and numerous other relatives
and friends. Creal Funeral

Ocala

Charles Morrow and Alex

PONDS,
JAMES
ERNEST, died July 17,1999'.

ter, Lascy Daniels, St. Peters
burg; one niece, Doris Daniels,
St. Petersburg 10 grandchil
dren, 24 great-grandchildren

don Walton, Qearwater; two

JACKSON, BRENDA
TAYLOR, died July 8,1999.

Survivors

McMillan (Miranda); Addrain
McMillan (Lannette); Daryl

St Petersburg.

PAGE, REV. DARRYL
EDMOND, SR., died recent
ly. Survivors include his wife

and Rosie Bethune; his sons,
Lany (Debra) Bethune and

died July 17,1999. Survivors

Final Rites

Knight; six brothers; three sis
ters; and several other loving
Funeral Home, St Petersburg.

MARSON, AZZIE LEE

died July 19,1999. Survivors

grandmothers, Lizzie Pace and

son; her daughter, Christina
Johnson; her mother, Susie

•Mae (Nathaniel) Hearns, Jr.;

BRANTLEY, BOBBY L,

Clearwater

pher, Lexus Tyree and Bran

ZION HILL MORTUARY
1700 49th Street South St. Petersburg, Florida 1370

328-0466

"It’s all taken care of’

Gamble; her daughters, Sarah,
Anna and Cassandra Cole; her

These were the words that

mother, Susie Knight; six
brothers; three sisters; two

brought calm to me when my

grandchildren; a special friend,
Dollie Fairrow; and several

She had already taken care

other relatives and loving
friends. Smiff Funeral Home,

St. Petersburg.

family member passed away.

ofher funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.

We just placed one call to

SMITH FUNERAL HOME---------Since 1987
"Taking Time To Serve Others "
There are over 50 decisions

McRae Funeral Home and

to make at the death of a

found out that not only was

loved one

the funeral paid for—it was

at prices that were in effect

Young's
Funeral
Home
A Full Service Firm
Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater^ FL

442-2388

at the time she made the

arrangements. What a
savings—What a peace of

mind.

'

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden

on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss

how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

Your first decision may be

the most important one

Consider us first
for
QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705

.. . ...
Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
t t-g.R-l D_A
2-11-21
LOTTO 22-39-40
CASH 3
700 461 823
985
362 150 469
i6^\ 8-4 2-6 3-1
5-2 3-7 4-6
The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA Sl'NCCAST
Canngjdr Pinellas County, Florida since !9/7

500 East Bay Drive • Largo. Ronda 33770-37®

4

CAR-JACKING

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

PROJECTS PW4837; People Mover
Demolition MANDATORY PRE
BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday,
August 17,1 999, 3:00 p.m., Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 4th
Floor Conference Room
BID
DATE: August 31, 1999 ESTI
MATE:
$1,000,000 DEPOSIT:
$100 SCOPE: Demolition and dis
posal of Downtown People Mover.
CONTACT: Jim Burnside, P.E.,
813/274-8054
Pre-Bid Conference(s) are held in the
4th Floor Conference Room. The
plans and specifications for the work
may be examined at, or copies may
be obtained from, the Department of
Public Works, Municipal Office
Building, 4th Floor North, City Hall
Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33602, (phone,
(813) 274-8721) upon the refundable
payment of the indicated deposit for
each set. Copies of Standard Forms
and Provisions, (a part of the
Contract Documents, but not reprint
ed in the Specifications), are avail
able for an additional charge of $15
each. Mailing is available for an addi
tional charge of $10 per set. Checks
should be made payable to the City of
Tampa. Documents can also be made
available for review (only) at the City

of Tampa’s Community Affairs
Office upon request. Copies of
Women/Minority Business Enter
prise Program and Directory may be
obtained
with
the
Plans
and
Specifications.

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

RNs, LPNs

(813) 323-5959

(FL License Required).

1427 34th St S.

586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive

Largo, FL 33770-3770

We salute the tremendous discipline and courage Secretary Buckley, a wife, mother,
grandmother, daughter, political maverick, and great American, demonstrated through
out her life and career. May she rest in peace.

REPUBLE

For more information on the Florida Black Republican Council
Contact Dr. Dorsey Miller at 954-321-541

FUNDRAISING DIREC
TOR - Build fundraising
program for well estab,, non
profit org. 8 to TO yrs. exp.
CFRE helpful. Planned giv
ing, indiv., in-kind item
solicitation, direct mail,
events. Reply to Operation
PAR, 6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP

For more information on the Republican Party of Florida
Contact Portia Palmer at 800-730-2731
Pd. Pol. Ad. paid for by the Republican Party of Florida
AGENCY FOR HEALTH CARE

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

ADMINISTRATION
The Agency for Health Care Administration champi

The Pinellas County Housing Authority (PCHA) is preparing an Annual Plan (for Fiscal Year
2000) and a broader Five-Year Plan (for PCHA Fiscal Years 2000 2004) for submission to the U.
S. Department of Housing and Urban Development in October of 1999. These Plans will describe
the PCHA’s basic mission: of serving the needs of low-income Pinellas County residents and the
agency’s short and long-term goals and objectives to accomplish this mission.

TYPIST NEEDED: Able
to type a minimum of 50
words per minute. Experience
with Quark Xpress preferable,
but will train. Inquire by call
ing 727-896-2922.

READING IS
VITAMINS FOR

until September.21,1999, Monday-Friday, 7:30 A.M. j 5:00 P.M., at:
Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building
209 S. Garden Ave., Clearwater, FL 33764

This notice further announces that public hearings will be held at the following locations to dis
cuss prior public comments to the above-referenced original draft Plans arid receive any addition
al public comments:

TARPON SPRINGS MANOR
1 BD $325-$383 EFF. $277-$326
Federal Preference, 62 yrs.
Handicapped - Disabled.
Close to bus stop, shops,
banks, P.O.
Min. Monthly Income - $900
E.H.G. (727) 934-3496

youth in classroom or small

i; 1999 National Crime PjeveAtion Council

This kid’s
being sentenced
/ to life,
(on. ma-

to,
At*/.

It takes you—
and programs that work.
Call 1-800’WE PREVENT and we’ll
send you a free booklet oT> how
you and your cOmiDunity can1 keep
kids away from crime and crime
away from kids. ;
.

Carlton Street

• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 £. Buffalo Avenue.

Ave . *
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave &
Woodlawn)

i w ww.weprevent.org j

> Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
1 Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
1 Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1

group setting on substance
abuse prevention, Conflict
resolution, and life skills'.

1 C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
1 Condon Gardens Housing Authority

• Anderson Nail Salon, 34th Street

1 MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
1 Safehouse, N. Betty Lane

• Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th

1 Ross Norton Recreation Center
1 Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza

• Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua

1 North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461

Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive.

• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

-• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, comer of Greenwood &

hired at minimum of salary range.

Billy L, Snyder
Glades Building Suite 201

877 Executive Center Drive West
St. Petersburg, FL 33702

OR:

• Helm & Sons Cafe

• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

EEO/AA/ADA/VP

CITY OF

PAR, 6720 54th Ave. N. St

Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax

NEWS DEADLINE IS
MONDAY @ 4:00 P.M.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

727-545-7561: EOE/DFWP
COUNSELOR - Delivery of
advanced counseling ser
vices in a mental health/substance abuse rehab, program.
Responsible for on-going
assessment, evaluation, tx,
relapse planning & other
counseling services'. Gradua
tion from an accredited 4 yr.
college or university. Mas
ters degree in counseling or
related field. CAP preferred.
Job Code 11020; Reply to
Operation PAR, 6720 54th

Ave. N. St. Petersburg, FL
33709 or fax 727-545-7561.
EOE/DFWP
MARKETING/COMMUNITY RELATIONS DI

RECTOR - Need high ener
gy prof; to promote non
profit org. locally & nation
ally. 5 yrs. exp. In Marketirig/PR. Presentations, speak
ers bureau, events, ..produce
written materials, videos,
media relations. Reply to
Operation PAR,; 6720 54th
Ave. N. St. Petersburg, FL
33709 or fax 727-545-7561.
EOE/DFWP

ATTENTION
BB,FORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT
ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP-

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH:

Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)
Environmental Development
5
Commission (EDC) « Code
*

If you need an accommodation because of a disability in order to participate in the application/selection process, please notify the hiring authority in advance.

ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division .
Office is .Located at
One 4th St, N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

• Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.

prof. nsg. exp. Employee must successfully complete the Surveyor Minimum Qualifications

vention issues. Bachelors
degree required. Job Code
96002. Reply to Operation

1 Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
1 Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.

• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street

• Tampa Housing, West Union St.

nsg., nsg. ed., public hlth., or a related field can substitute for two yrs. of the required gen,

Develops curriculum on pre

1 MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
1 Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane

• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska

• Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut
• Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St.

of the required general- prof. nsg. exp. An M.A. degree from an accredited college or univ. in

Through World Wide Web/INTERNET at: http://Jobsdirect.State.fl.us
INTERVENTION
SPE
CIALIST - PT/30 hrs. Teach

’ John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood

• Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.

prof. exp. in a specialty field as determined by the employing agency. A B.A. degree from an

Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Pinellas County'Housing Authority is an Equal Opportunity Housing Provider

• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street

• Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd.

tice nsg. in accordance with EAC. 210-8.27 & three yrs. of prof. nsg. exp. inch one yr. of

Agency for Health Care Administration

at the following locations:

• Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street
• Myrick’s Barber Shop, Buffalo Avenue

Full time career service. Surveys health care facilities for compliance with State and Federal

regulations. Min. Qua). Lie. as a professional RN in accordance with FS 464 or elig. to prac

Direct any questions concerning this process to either Robert Chauncey or Jim Schaedler at
727/443-7684.

You can find The Weekly Challenger

N, 248-5683
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill

Deadline Date: August 9,1999

St. Petersburg, R. 33702

Test within first 12 mon. of employment as req. by the Soc. Sec. Act. Applicants are usually

LESS MO is
NO ACCmENT_

• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
•B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street

Salary: $l,268.17-$2,158.95 Bi-weekly

Position #30838 and 24101 (2 positions)

accredited college or univ. with a major in nsg. or a related field can substitute for one year

A good one

• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza

DMaton of Managed Cam & Health Quality
AmaOffloaS

■ Rainbow Village Community Building, 12301 134th Ave: N., Largo, FL at 6:00 P.M. on
September 22, 1999

Policy Research Consulting, Inc. is conducting a
study for the City of St Petersburg about dis
crimination in public contracting. If you or any
one you know has experienced any form of dis
crimination by a public agency or a private firm
(prime contractor, bonder, supplier, lender etc.)
in connection with a City contract, ’please call
for a private interview with Dr. Maurice
Mongkuo (727) 895-6201

• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street

Floridians.
REGISTERED NURSE SPECIALIST

Please submit a State of Florida employment application to:

TO ALL BUSINESS OWNERS

f

ons accessible, affordable quality health care for all

877 Executive Center Drive We it, Suite 201
Drafts of both Plans will be available for public inspection and written comment on July 30,1999

■ Heatherwood Apts. Community Building, 3800 62nd Ave.N., Pinellas Park, FL at 2:00 P.M. on
. September 22,1999.

IN TAMPA

FLORIDA

LEGAL NOTICE

&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)

Chairman Al Cardenas and the Republican Party of Florida, honor the memory of
Colorado Secretary of State vikki Buckley, who died last week at the age of 51.
Secretary Buckley was the first Black woman in Colorado to hold statewide office. At
the time of her death, Secretary Buckley was the Nation's highest ranking Black female
Republican elected official.

ASSESSOR - Responsible
for drug/alcohol & mental
health assessment, written
summaries & reporting to
referral sources. Computer
exp. BA degree. CAP pre
ferred. Job Code 97003.
Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg^ FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561, EOE/DFWP

FOR INFORMATION ON

CALL

Hands-on care of the

Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa on the indicated Bid
Date no later than 1:30 p.m. in the 4th
Floor Conference Room, Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 306 E.
Jackson Street, Thmpa, Florida, for
the following projects:

City of Gulfport. Part-time
After-School program posi
tions available. Lead chil
dren in a variety of enrich
ment activities. Education/
experience preferred in edu
cation, physical education or
child care. Background/drug
screenings will be conduct
ed. Entry 7.62 hrly. Ap
plications accepted through
8/6/99 at 2401 53 St. So., or
5730 Shore Blvd. So.,
Gulfport, 33707. E.O.E.

Is A Dangerous Problepi

Car Jack Alarms
Unique Profession!!

RECREATION LEADERS

LEGAL NOTICE

YOl/fl HOROSCOPE
Aries
September 23 to October 22

March 21 to April 19

so

You like to be in control—
when the moon casts a bright spotlight on
the 1st and 2nd, revel in its reputation
boosting glow. Home improvements are
favored all week. That lucrative idea may
earn you a financial bonus on the 4th:

J With splendid aspects from
Venus and Jupiter helping your love life
flourish, you’ll feel blessed arid happy. A
private talk with your mate may lead to
deeper intimacy on the 1 st or 2nd. Fi
nances are favored on the 5th.

Taurus

Scorpio

April 20 to May 20

October 23 to November 21

Thanks to a beneficial VenusJupiter trine; you could make important
inroads in your career. A romantic day
dream may become reality on the 5th.
When a fabulous financial opportunity
comes your way on the 6th, act fast.

Under powerful planetary op
position, sharing a bit more of yourself
with others will be your key to success.
While your popularity soars, your mate
may be honored with an award or title.
Romantic stars ignite passion on the 4th.

Hi Gemini

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

i May 21 to June 21

■ Thanks to Mercury, your-pow
er planet, setting things right in the Heav
ens, finances may fall into profitable place,
assuring your family’s short- and long
term stability. An intuitive hunch may be
proven delightfully correct on the 6th.

B

With lucky aspects from Venus
and Jupiter helping you make a great im
pression at work, your reputation will sky
rocket. Powerful planets are waking you up
to the fact that you really are capable of any
thing! Take time out for romance on the 5th.

Cancer

Capricorn

June 22 to July 22

December 22 to January 19

You may be in a “yes” mood,
but if a project fakes more time than you
can afford, refuse. After the 5th, every
day affairs will fall smoothly into place. A
neighbor or close friend may come to
your rescue on the 6th.

With Mercury cluing you in to
a co-worker’s hidden agenda, sidestep
dramas by believing what you see—not
what you hear. Nip a home-repair prob
lem‘in the bud on the 1st or 2nd. Ro
mance glows on the 5th.

Leo

Aquarius

July 23 to Ai£ust 22

January 20 to February 18

Marvelous career news arriv
ing on the 5th is just one of the exciting
events you can expect over the next few
weeks. Try not to spread yourself too thin
—no matter how many reasons you have
for celebrating! Love rules on the 6th.

Now that Mercury’s moving
direct in your work zone, any glitches will
be forgotten, and you’ll be able to zoom
ahead with projects and plans. Enjoy the
show when romance lights up under a
Gemini moon on the 6th.

ENFORCEMENT-

Building Dept. - Permits
Consult with us first. Call for an
APPOINTMENT NOW.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813) 327-1935

Vir 9'

August 23JtoS
to September 22

Under Venus' romantic influ
ence, you’ll devote more time and ener
gy to the key relationships in your life. A
spectacular party may draw friends and
family closer still. A long-lost chum could
drop in for a visit after the 5th.

M

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

Beautiful aspects from Venus
and Jupiter are filling you with optimism
and helping you see life from a new per
spective. Vwth super-charged curiosity rev
ving your interest in learning, you may ex
pand your consciousness through travel.

20
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We’re Still The One For One-Stop Shopping & Low Prices
12 Pack
Pepsi
Products
12 oz. cans, Assorted varieties
Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase*
(Additional quantities $2.99)

All Items In this section are good
Saturday & Sunday
7/31 • 8/1/99 ONLY.
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Half Gallon
Breyers
Ice Cream

“Basic Brand”

SURGEON GtNfflAt'S WAHNIN& Cqrm
Smtka Coauint Caftan Moaoiide

Cigarettes

2/$
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S Vi
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Carton
Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase”
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Old Milwaukee

12 Pack Beer

$498
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* Piirex Liquid
Laundry
Detergent

Soft & Gentle
:
Bath
Tissue

12 oz. cans,

assorted varieties
Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase'

Market Style

$099

2/S

Ground Beef

c

Gallon jug, regular, w/ bleach,
mountain breeze reg. or w/ bleach

12 roll package

of

In packages
5 lbs. or more.
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Grade “A" Fresh

Flyer Parts £

98‘> '

Jumbo Pack
Drumsticks or thighs
Gold Kist Farms

5F
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Family Pack

Johnsonville
Fresh
Bratwurst
_

Buy one Get one

Free

19 oz. size, beer & brat,
Cheddar brat or bratwurst

12 Pack
Coors
Beer

Quarter Sliced
Pork
Loins

Deli Slicing
Turkey
Breast

Eastern Peaches

In our Harvest FYesh
produce department.

lb.

lb.
12 oz. bottles
original or light

W-D Select® Lean

Sliced fresh to order.

U.S. Postage

Stamps

$ 75

wiHSOWai
America's Supermarket’

Prices good Wednesday, July 28, thru Tuesday, August 3, 1999.
We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover ATM®
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1999. WINN-DIXIE STORES,‘INC., TAMPA DIVISION
Ad is eifecUvo in the following oounUes: I lighlapd. I laidce. Hernando. 1 lillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas. Paso). Polk. Sarasota; I /5e, DeSolo. Collier.
Charlotte and the cily of l^aBelk;. *puirhase excludes alcohol or toliacco products.
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Book of 20
Limit 1 w/$10 purchase*,
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